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Summary 
In this theoretical work, we address some of the nonlinear bifurcation phenomena 
of autonomous ODE systems using Reductive Perturbation Method and develop an 
algorithm which would combine the local analysis results of RPM to construct global 
bifurcation diagram.  
The nonlinear nature of many complex process dynamics manifests itself in a 
variety of features like multiple steady states, oscillatory steady states, subharmonics, etc. 
Per se, the analysis of these complex systems has long been the focus of many 
researchers. Though many analytical techniques have been in use in the past, few can 
deal with an irreducible n-equation system comprehensively. Reductive Perturbation 
Method (RPM) seems to address this issue satisfactorily having already proven very 
effective for an analytical treatment of Simple Zero Eigenvalue (SZE) and Hopf point 
(HP).  
Our motivating example in this work is a three-dimensional biochemical system 
(Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997) which has rich bifurcation patterns. The authors used a fully 
numerical based branch-continuation tool called AUTO for the analysis. In addition, a 
series of period doublings, which results in chaos, has been observed through dynamic 
simulations. This was not mentioned in the above literature. Our main objective is to use 
the existing results of RPM and extend its framework to explain as many bifurcation 
phenomena as possible in this example without fully resorting to numerical curve tracing.  
In this work, first the existing results of RPM have been applied to some 
biochemical systems in order to show the power of RPM and some new areas of 
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application have been identified which need further investigation. The extensions of RPM 
have been developed to address additional static and dynamic bifurcation problems in 
autonomous ODE systems.  
It has been shown that the analysis of SZE using fractional orders does not 
produce any new branching patterns and is in principle same as that of integer orders. The 
analysis of Double Zero Eigenvalue (DZE) singularity gives new theoretical results like 
star pattern. However, the analysis of some three dimensional biochemical systems 
reveals that DZE invariably results in a turning point. The numerical investigation in this 
work has been restricted to various three dimensional systems. However, we believe that 
suitable higher dimensional systems can illustrate the exciting branching patterns of DZE.  
The analysis of Hopf point (HP) for various integer perturbation orders reveals 
that the lowest even perturbation order i.e. k=2 is the most accurate in predicting all the 
qualitative information about the Hopf point. Various orders other than two predict either 
trivial amplitude values or non-trivial amplitudes with inaccurate qualitative information.  
We have developed a first of its kind algorithm, based on the principles of 
optimization and bifurcation theory, which uses the local analytical conditions given by 
RPM to connect various solution branches and construct a global bifurcation diagram for 
any given system. Given the number and type of branch points along with the number, 
direction and stability of each branch emanating from a branch point, the algorithm is 
able to predict how various branches would connect in global parameter space. GAMS 
software has been used to show the predictions by t algorithm for various biochemical 
systems, which match with the results based on fully numerical methods.  
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We have done a preliminary analysis of the secondary bifurcation of T-periodic 
steady state using RPM and identified that a good analytical approximation of the initial 
periodic steady state, from which the secondary bifurcation occurs, is necessary and is a 
challenge. A Mathematica routine has been developed which would give a trigonometric 
fit to the periodic steady state. In this context, a sequence of first, second and third period 
doublings in Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997), not mentioned by the authors, has been observed. 
The dynamic simulations of these phenomena have been reported. 
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 Chapter 1 
 Introduction 
 
Most chemical or biochemical processes are nonlinear in nature. Mathematically 
speaking, the dynamics of such processes modeled to represent their key features results 
in a system of nonlinear equations; like a set of Ordinary/Partial/Delay Differential 
Equations or Integral equations but not limited to only these. These temporal or spatio-
temporal problems are characterized by the presence of multiple steady states, simple  
as well as multiple harmonic oscillations, chaos etc. Such nonlinear phenomena are 
ubiquitous in nature arising in many fields like celestial mechanics, economics, 
chemistry, engineering, biology, ecology, physics etc. A thorough understanding of the 
system in question would therefore involve the study of such characteristics as the total 
number of steady states, their types and stability with respect to one of the many system 
parameters that exist in the model equations representing the system. The ultimate goal of 
such effort would be to delineate the parameter space into regions that are qualitatively 
different in terms of the number and types of steady states, giving us the ability to better 
control the processes in view of certain key operational issues viz. safety, economics, 
performance. The specific phenomenon wherein the steady states of the system go 
through qualitative changes like number, type and stability would be called bifurcation 
and the key parameter in question, the bifurcation parameter. By type of the steady state, 
we mean that the steady state can be either static or periodic. 
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For nonlinear systems, we have the following set of steady state nonlinear 
equations,  
 
2F(x, x, x , p) = 0,∇ ∇ λ  (For distributed parameter system)    (Or)                     1.1a 
F(x, , p) = 0λ  (For a lumped parameter system)                  1.1b  
 
where 2x and x∇ ∇  are the spatial gradient terms associated with convection and 
diffusion (Razon and Schmitz, 1987). Understanding the steady state multiplicity, in 
other words bifurcation, would be equivalent to understanding the solutions of the 
Eq.(1.1). Hence, bifurcation analysis is the qualitative analysis preceding a thorough 
quantitative analysis of above equations. Here, x is the vector of state variables and p is 
the vector of parameters of the system. The distinguished parameter  is called the 
bifurcation parameter which is the most important and most easily adjustable parameter 
of the system. In case of a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR),  can be the flow 
rate or Damköhler number or inlet feed temperature or inlet feed concentration. To study 
the stability of the steady state solutions of Eq.(1.1), the system would be linearized 
around the steady state to form Jacobian, or linearized matrix, of the system. Eigenvalues 
of the Jacobian determine the stability of the steady states. There can be periodic steady 
state of period T in which case, the Jacobian will be time dependent and is identified in 
another matrix called Monodromy matrix which is a function of the Jacobian. The 
Eigenvalues of the Monodromy matrix, evaluated at period T of the oscillatory steady 
state, called Floquet multipliers, determine the stability characteristics of the oscillatory 
solution.  
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1.1 Key Definitions 
In this section, let us go through some of the key definitions that would help in better 
understanding of the chapters to follow.  
 
Table 1.1: Keywords and their definitions 
Keyword Definition 




is any system where the function F is not explicitly dependent 
on the time t 
Steady state is the state which the system approaches at time infinity. 
Jacobian is the linearized matrix of the system around a steady state 




is the parameter point at which there is a change in the type 
and/or number of steady state solutions 
Singular point is a parameter point at which the Jacobian has at least one zero 
Eigenvalue (All singular points are branch points while the 
reverse need not be true) 
Simple Zero 
Eigenvalue (SZE) 
is a singular point at which the Jacobian has one zero 




is a singular point at which the Jacobian has one zero 
Eigenvalue while the rest of the Eigenvalues have negative real 
parts 
Multiplicity is the presence of more than one steady state for the same 
parameter value 
Bifurcation is the phenomenon wherein the system undergoes a change in 
the number and/or type of steady states along with the change in 
stability of the steady states 
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is a key parameter of the system with respect to which the 
steady states of the system is analyzed for bifurcation 
Static steady state is the steady state wherein the value of the state variable 
remains constant with time 
Oscillatory steady 
state (limit cycle) 
is a steady state wherein the state variable varies in a periodic 
manner with a bounded amplitude and a constant time period 
Hopf point is a bifurcation point at which the Jacobian has a pair of pure 
imaginary values and marks the birth of a small amplitude stable 
or unstable oscillatory steady state 
Perturbation is any disturbance in one of the system parameter that is 
given/happens to the system at steady state. Perturbation helps 
in understanding the stability of the steady state 
Stable steady state is the steady state which is approached even if the system is 
perturbed from its original steady state. Mathematically, the 
steady state is linearly stable if the real parts of all the Eigen 
values of Jacobian are negative and unstable even if one 
Eigenvalue has positive real part 
Chaos is a bounded but irregular motion of the state variable that 
happens in a deterministic system and is signified by the very 
high sensitiveness to the initial conditions 
Attractor is any steady state (static or oscillatory) towards which a given 
initial condition approaches in time 
Basin of attraction is the region of influence of an attractor such that all the initial 
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1.2 Mathematical Methods 
An extensive analysis of nonlinear phenomena requires, on the one hand, tools 
that provide quantitative results and, on the other hand, theoretical knowledge of 
nonlinear behavior that allows one to interpret these quantitative results (Seydel, 1988). 
The bifurcation theory that deals with the nonlinear phenomena is certainly well 
developed over many decades that it can well explain most of the nonlinear phenomena. 
The question that has been primarily addressed by the researchers is whether to go by the 
analytical way, which is certainly difficult but more effective in giving the qualitative 
information and is built, in principle, on strong theoretical background, or by the 
numerical way, which may be relatively easier to adopt but the results of which would 
remain to be properly explained with lot of care and attention. In this context, various 
ways exist in the literature to solve a nonlinear problem.  
Among the analytical methods, to begin with, Catastrophe theory (Thom, 1972) 
was applied to wide range of fields and was used to describe qualitatively many nonlinear 
phenomena. More effective local theories like Bifurcation theory, Singularity Theory 
(Golubitsky & Schaeffer, 1979; Balakotaiah & Luss, 1982b) emerged as most preferred 
methods thereon. The need for a methodology for global analysis was addressed by 
Balakotaiah & Luss (1984). However, the fact that these theories require the original 
system be reducible to a single equation or to a normal form, other theories like 
Liapunov-Schmidt decomposition (Stakgold, 1971; Balakotaiah et al., 1985), Newton’s 
Polyhedron approach (Trenogin & Vainberg 1962; Lyberatos et al., 1984), and Carleman 
linearization (Tsiligiannis & Lyberatos, 1987), which do not require, in principle, that the 
original system to be reducible to a single equation, gained significance. In the category 
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of numerical methods, the bifurcation tool AUTO (Doedel & Heinemann, 1983) which is 
based on branch continuation algorithm is the most effective and widely used one, to 
date, of course with a lot of improvements in the algorithm since it was first proposed.  
The above preamble on some important methods of analysis of nonlinear 
phenomena gives an indication that there is a need for a comprehensive analytical method 
that can deal with n-equation irreducible system of nonlinear equations, as is. Karimi and 
Inamdar (2002b) proposed Reductive Perturbation Method (RPM) for the analysis of 
static bifurcation at a simple zero singularity which addresses the key issues mentioned 
above. The overwhelming complexity of most nonlinear systems simply does not allow 
even the earnest attempt to be completely global in analysis. In the same vein, Reductive 
Perturbation Method is not global but certainly enables one to do a thorough local 
analysis of a bifurcation point by deriving explicit analytical conditions giving the full 
qualitative information about all the steady state branches that emerge out of such point. 
The usefulness of RPM can be seen in its application to the analysis of Hopf point in a 
system of Delay Differential Equations (Karimi & Inamdar, 1999) and a system of Partial 
Delay Differential Equations (Inamdar & Karimi, 2002a). In this theoretical work, RPM 
is the primary method of analysis.  
 
1.3 Research Objective 
 Our objective in this work is to extend the framework of RPM as much as 
possible to analyze the nonlinear problems. We wish to achieve the following goals: 
Goal 1: Apply the existing RPM results to show the power of RPM in predicting the local 
characteristics at a bifurcation point.  
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Goal 2: Identify and list the areas of possible extension of RPM through the above goal.  
Goal 3: Follow up on the identified problems with appropriate RPM analysis to generate 
useful results with necessary illustrations. 
Goal 4: Develop an optimization algorithm, based on the principles of bifurcation theory,   
which can combine these local results of RPM and construct a global bifurcation diagram 
which is qualitatively accurate with a view that this global bifurcation diagram can guide 
a thorough numerical quantitative analysis of the system. This is our Grand Objective. 
 
1.4 Organization Of The Thesis 
An overview of the key literature in the field of nonlinear analysis, mainly related 
to the chemically reacting systems, is the focus of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we apply the 
existing RPM analytical results to some biochemical systems to characterize the 
bifurcation points. We also identify the additional static and dynamic bifurcation 
problems where the RPM can be extended. In Chapter 4, we extend the RPM to the 
analysis of two static bifurcation problems. One is the analysis of SZE singularity using 
fractional perturbation orders and two is the analysis of branching patterns at a DZE 
singularity. We extend the RPM analysis to two dynamic bifurcation problems in two 
separate chapters. In chapter 5, we take up the Hopf point analysis of an ODE system for 
various integer perturbation orders. In chapter 7, we analyze the bifurcation of T-periodic 
solution. Here, we have carried out preliminary analysis of this problem.  In chapter 6, we 
develop an optimization algorithm to construct a global bifurcation diagram using the 
thorough local analysis of bifurcation points using RPM. This is a first attempt of its 
kind. In chapter 8, we summarize the various useful conclusions made at different 
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chapters and recommend a few problems which can be taken up in the future. Chapter 8 
is followed by References and the necessary appendices. While Chapter 3 addresses the 
Goals 1 & 2, chapters 4, 5 and 7 address the Goal 3 and the chapter 6 addresses the Grand 
Goal 4.  
  9                                                                                                                         
Chapter 2 
 
A Review On Bifurcation Analysis  
 
The field of nonlinear analysis is so widely spread across various disciplines that 
an exhaustive search is not feasible across this extremely rich literature. Hence, we take a 
qualitatively better way of reviewing the state of this subject by focusing on some of the 
key work that has been touchstone from time to time, especially with regard to 
chemically reacting systems. Our purpose here is manifold. The most important purpose 
is to give a picture of how the various methods of nonlinear analysis, with respect to 
chemical and biochemical systems, in particular, have evolved over many decades and 
focus our attention to put Reductive Perturbation Method in perspective as one of the 
most flexible and fairly comprehensive method of analysis available for n-equation 
nonlinear systems. The initial review on chemically reacting systems is followed by the 
review on literature pertaining to Double Zero Eigenvalue analysis and bifurcation of T-
periodic solution.  
Much before computers became common researchers essentially resorted to 
analytical methods even to solve complex problems. Nonlinear analysis was regarded as 
the subject of mathematicians mainly due to the highly complex theorems that are 
needed, to understand the qualitative features of nonlinear phenomena.  
Late 19th century and first half of 20th century saw many theoretical foundations 
being laid, though not quite easily supported by the numerical experiments which a 
modern engineer or theoretician would have fancied with advanced computational tools, 
that are available today. The decade of 1970s saw major development and consolidation, 
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particularly with the advent of computers, of all the earlier theoretical foundations laid by 
Poincaré, Liapunov, Hopf and many others into fairly well developed theories, like 
Catastrophe theory, bifurcation theory and Singularity theory. In early 1980s, transition 
of such complex mathematical theories into the domain of chemical engineering took 
place at a greater pace with the simultaneous emergence of a very useful numerical tool 
called AUTO.  Late 80s and the decade of 90s have really been the time when efforts of 
such nonlinear analyses became more applied and yielded many results. Also, the 
researchers overall gained a greater depth of knowledge about complex ideas like chaos. 
With continuing growth in the computational tools, the research in this area continues to 
throw many challenges that can be met with reasonable success.   
 
2.1 Chemically Reacting Systems  
The foundation of the qualitative theory was laid by Poincaré in the 19th century 
mainly for the two-dimensional cases (Chan & Kee, 1999). Poincaré indicated and 
Bendixson completed a theorem that gave both necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of limit cycles which is known as Poincaré-Bendixson theorem (Minorsky, 
1962). Liapunov developed a different method which is based on properties of 
definiteness of certain functions associated with the differential system in such a manner 
that it is possible to ascertain whether the solution remains in a certain region or not 
(Minorsky, 1962).  Though the bifurcation of steady state into a limit cycle was analyzed 
earlier by Poincaré, theoretical proof for the birth of limit cycle was due until proved by 
Hopf (Seydel, 1988).  
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Although there were instances of studies of dynamic behavior in chemically 
reactive systems at the start of 20th century (Liljenroth, 1919), the role of projecting 
chemically reacting systems as a major focus for nonlinear analysis remained for Aris 
and Amundson (1958a, 1958b, and 1958c) and Van Heerden (1953). In a series of papers, 
Aris and Amundson analyzed the bifurcation phenomena in a Continuously Stirred Tank 
Reactor, hereinafter referred to as CSTR, carrying out a single reaction from the control 
viewpoint and suggested a proportional control mechanism by giving relevant parameter 
conditions to operate the CSTR in stable steady state region. The multiplicity and 
stability analysis of an Autothermic process by Van Heerden (1953) helped a great deal 
in understanding the industrial converters better, especially the ammonia synthesis 
converter. Though the research in this area remained largely with mathematicians as 
these articles would suggest, they incited sufficient interest on the CSTR among the 
researchers.  
In a very early attempt, when the branching theory was still underdeveloped, the 
tutorial review by Stakgold (1971) brought together many relevant theories like 
Liapunov-Schmidt, Poincare-Keller in the context of nonlinear analysis to exhibit their 
useful application to few relevant examples from solid mechanics and fluid mechanics. 
The real impetus for understanding the static and dynamic bifurcation in chemically 
reacting systems came from Uppal et al. (1974) which marked the beginning of chemical 
engineers taking up the subject of analyzing reacting systems. They studied the dynamic 
behavior of CSTR operating with a single first order irreversible exothermic reaction and 
derived analytical results delineating the parameter space into regions of varying number 
of steady states which showed the presence of stable as well as unstable limit cycles with 
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respect to Damkohler number. In the above cases, though the systems where complex, the 
mathematical equations were relatively simpler to enable one to derive analytical 
conditions at critical points.  
The work of Golubitsky & Schaeffer (1979) and Golubitsky and Keyfitz (1980) 
laid the foundation for the singularity theory as an effective method of analysis for many 
bifurcation problems in chemically reacting systems. They used the Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction and Singularity theory to enumerate all possible bifurcations that may arise 
from small perturbations by identifying universal unfolding of the original system in 
question. Though highly mathematical in its proposition, this work formed the basis for a 
series of papers by Balakotaiah & Luss (1981, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c, 1983, 1984, 1985) 
that tremendously fostered the application of singularity theory and Liapunov-schmidt 
reduction to analyze chemically reacting systems. Balakotaiah and Luss (1982a) 
employed catastrophe theory to derive exact criteria for all possible (feasible) qualitative 
features of multiplicity in a CSTR carrying out two consecutive or parallel reactions. For 
various special cases, they did thorough qualitative analysis which would serve as a 
preliminary for further quantitative analysis.  
Balakotaiah and Luss (1982b) brought singularity theory into the domain of 
chemical engineering by applying it to the bifurcation analysis of many complex CSTR 
examples. They showed singularity theory as an effective method to analyze the local 
bifurcation behavior. Also, they have shown the presence of various bifurcation 
phenomena, like isola, hysterisis and double limit variety, by delineating the parameter 
space into regions that are qualitatively different for the case of N parallel reactions with 
equal activation energies. Balakotaiah and Luss (1983) showed that the maximal number 
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of solutions in the global parameter space is equal to that existing next to the highest 
order singularity which can be predicted using singularity theory through an example 
case of N parallel reactions with different activation energies. Balakotaiah and Luss 
(1984) addressed the limitations of singularity theory as a local theory and presented a 
methodology which divides the global parameter space into regions corresponding to all 
types of bifurcation diagrams. By considering the possibility of singularities on the 
feasible boundaries of parameter and state variable space, the authors delineated the 
global parameter space into various bifurcation regions by constructing the locus of 
singular points of various codimensions into two parameter planes. Instead of using the 
parameters of universal unfolding of the normal form which are difficult to be related to 
physical ones, the authors divided the physical space of the parameters. Farr and Aris 
(1986) analyzed the system of two consecutive reactions in a CSTR using singularity 
theory. Though the earlier works have assumed that both the reactions be exothermic, the 
authors did not impose any such restriction on the reaction type and delineated the 
parameter space for all combinations of two different reaction types viz. exo-exo, exo-
endo, endo-exo. However, they have cited that some of the problems inherent in using the 
singularity theory like reducing the equations of complicated system to a single equation 
could be better handled with a symbolic manipulator. These works proved to be effective 
for systems where the equations can be reduced to a single equation so that singularity 
theory can be applied. However, this is not the case with many systems where reduction 
to a single equation is almost impossible or at least involves tedious algebra.  
In order to counter the limitations of singularity theory, Balakotaiah et al. (1985) 
employed Liapunov-Schmidt reduction which reduces the prediction of local bifurcation 
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features of a set of algebraic equations to the analysis of the features of a single equation, 
even though the original set of equations cannot be reduced to a single equation, as is 
required in other local theories. This eliminates the critical step of reducing the original 
set of equations to a single equation, which is the most difficult task in other local 
theories like catastrophe, singularity and bifurcation theories, by way of expressing the 
(n−1) state variables as implicit functions of one state variable. They showed that by 
assuming the singularities at feasible boundaries, global analysis of CSTR carrying out N 
parallel reactions can be done which was not possible earlier.  Lyberatos et al. (1984) 
proposed a new geometric method called Newton polyhedron method which does not 
require the reduction of steady state equations to a single nonlinear equation. The method 
involves simultaneous consideration of all the system parameters in an algebraic 
condition that must be satisfied at a bifurcation point, eliminating the need to choose a 
single, particular bifurcation parameter before hand. The author proves the effectiveness 
of the method by considering both two and three dimensional reacting systems between 
adsorbed species in a catalytic CSTR where the reduction to a single equation is not 
possible. However, the limitation here is that the method is effective only if the system is 
reducible to less than four algebraic equations, as otherwise, practical problems would 
arise. Tsiligiannis and Lyberatos (1987) uses the method of Carleman linearization which 
again allows one to do the multiple steady state analysis of a system of equations that are 
irreducible to a single equation. The usefulness to simpler and lower dimensional systems 
is obvious, however, the comprehensive treatment of more complex systems remains to 
be seen. All the above methods, in principle, do not require that the original system of 
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equations to be reducible to a single equation. However, their extensions to higher 
dimensional and more complex systems would still be a difficult task at hand.  
With the advent of improved computational tools, Doedel (1981) proposed a 
numerical continuation algorithm called AUTO for bifurcation analysis and showed its 
usefulness by analyzing a CSTR example with reaction of type A BC. The author 
showed the possibility of very complex periodic bifurcation phenomena including 
homoclinic Hopf bifurcation in this example. The usefulness and the flexibility of AUTO 
and many useful contributions (Doedel et al., 1997) to the basic algorithm enabled it to be 
a very useful, preferred and widely used numerical technique to date.  
Razon and Schmitz (1987) sums up the literature spanning more than two decades 
on theoretical methods as well as experimental observations by citing that focus of the 
bifurcation analysis in chemically reacting systems has been especially CSTR carrying 
out exothermic and homogeneous reaction. Gray and Scott (1983, 1984) focused on the 
rich dynamics present in the autocatalytic isothermal reactions of quadratic and cubic 
types and showed the presence of static multistability features like Isolas, Mushroom and 
Hysterisis with simultaneous presence of sustained oscillations. Though the contribution 
here is not in terms of a new method of analysis, these studies contributed a lot in terms 
of providing insight of many complex catalytic systems which could be analyzed in the 
time to come. These studies and many others (Scott, 1987) took shape in the form of two 
excellent books (Gray and Scott, 1990; Scott, 1991) dealing with various nonlinear 
phenomena within the domain of chemical kinetics.  
Balakotaiah and Coworkers extended the application of singularity theory to the 
distributed parameter systems. While, Dabholkar et al. (1988) studied the presence of 
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multiple traveling waves in multi-reaction systems carried on a catalyst wire and 
extended the analysis (Dabholkar et al. , 1989) further with the help of Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction to study the stationary patterns as well as secondary bifurcations into mixed-
mode solutions, Subramanian and Balakotaiah (1996) proved that the use of shooting 
method along with singularity theory and Liapunov-Schmidt reduction serves as a better 
tool in analyzing complex distributed parameter systems like diffusion-reaction, 
convection-reaction and diffusion-convection-reaction in one spatial dimension and time. 
Elnashaie et al.  (1993) made use of the AUTO continuation algorithm to unveil very rich 
dynamic behavior like period doublings, periodic horns and chaos in the fluidized bed 
catalytic reactors carrying out consecutive reactions. In a series of revisits to the same 
problem (Elnashaie and Abashar, 1994; Elnashaie et al., 1995; Ajbar et al., 2001) the 
authors continued to explore more dynamic as well as static behavior like double limit 
variety. 
 
2.2 Reductive Perturbation Method (RPM)  
From the above review on chemical systems with main focus on various methods 
proposed for analysis, one can clearly realize that there are three sections in them. One 
section contains a set of methods based on theories like singularity, bifurcation, 
catastrophe etc. While these methods are very effective in predicting all the local features 
of a bifurcation point, they must be preceded by a difficult task of reducing the system 
equations to a single equation. Invariably, this turns out to be the major limitation that 
keeps these methods from immediate use for analyzing more complex systems. Second 
section contains a set of methods which do not, in principle, require that the system of 
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equations be reducible to a single equation. Methods like Liapunov-Schmidt reduction, 
Newton polyhedron method, Carleman linearization etc., fall into this category. However, 
these methods do involve a necessary step of algebraic manipulation which would reduce 
the original system of equations to a single equivalent or a set of equivalent equations 
that can be analyzed for the bifurcation phenomena. This step again restricts a particular 
method from extending it to higher dimensional systems with ease. The third section 
contains a whole lot of numerical methods and algorithms. AUTO is one numerical tool 
used widely. However, this method being a fully numerical based cannot stand by itself 
for the qualitative information it intends to predict. The method at various points of its 
usage needs a thorough guidance from bifurcation theory.  
The above conclusions show that, though many analytical techniques have been in 
use in the past, very few can deal with irreducible n-equations comprehensively. Karimi 
and Inamdar proposed RPM for an extensive analytical treatment of a general ODE 
system for branching analysis at a SZE singularity. Inamdar and Karimi (1999, 2002) 
effectively extended RPM to the Hopf point analysis of a system of Delay Differential 
Equations and to a system of Partial Delay Differential Equations respectively. Having 
already proven to be very effective, RPM seems to address the above mentioned issue 
satisfactorily. 
Let us now review the literature on bifurcation analysis of biochemical systems. 
Biochemical systems, unlike chemically reacting systems, are known to show very rich 
dynamic behavior even in much simpler systems due to their complex metabolic 
regulations. The analysis of such systems not only poses a great challenge to the 
researcher, but also offers many economical advantages in doing so. The complex nature 
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of even simpler biochemical systems offers a lot in terms of application of the RPM to 
such systems.  
2.3 Biochemical Systems 
Even a simple biochemical system invariably results in a nonlinear mathematical 
model. Multiple steady states, sustained oscillations (needless to say, that biochemical 
systems have a penchant for oscillations) are but usual features and are indicators that 
much more complex phenomena like period doubling, tori, and chaos are just around the 
corner. A variety of researchers like biologists, ecologists, chemical engineers have been 
attracted towards analyzing the biochemical systems for many decades, major motivating 
factors being Optimization and Control. Of particular interest to them is the analysis of 
continuously stirred reactor that carries out biochemical reactions, well known as CSTBR 
and is a potential case for very rich dynamics. Bifurcation analysis is essentially a tool 
through which the experimental results could be compared with that predicted by the 
model and the model can be improved accordingly.  
Toshimasa Yano (1969) studied the multiplicity features of a growth inhibited 
biochemical system for devising the experimental procedure such that system can operate 
at a stable steady state. Gurel (1975) hinted the rich dynamic behavior that the 
biochemical systems can exhibit through the bifurcation analysis of a number of 
examples. Theoretical analysis of Agrawal et al. (1982) lead to an important conclusion 
that the bifurcation to limit cycle can occur only at the nontrivial steady states and not at 
the wash out steady states. Lenas and Pavlou (1994; 1995) observed through bifurcation 
analysis that periodically varying parameters can help ensure the coexistence of microbes 
competing for a single substrate. Ajbar and his coworkers (Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997; 
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Ajbar, 2000; Ajbar and Alhumaizi, 2000a; Ajbar and Alhumazi, 2000b, Ajbar, 2001) 
employed singularity theory and continuation techniques like AUTO to study many 
biochemical systems extensively. These works not only show that the dynamics can be 
very rich in some cases like the existence of interesting features like period doubling, tori 
and even chaos (Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997) that arise through the secondary bifurcation of 
oscillatory steady state but also drives home the importance of appropriate modeling that 
can predict such features. Ramkrishna and his coworkers popularized the cybernetic 
modeling (Varner, 1999) as the mathematical formalism for modeling microbial systems 
to properly represent and understand the complex metabolic regulations that are 
characteristic of such biosystems. With this metabolic features being additional 
complexity over chemically reacting systems, the dynamics can be very rich (Namjoshi, 
2001; Namjoshi, 2003). Cybernetic models are much suitable from control point of view 
(Ramkrishna, 2003) but they have mathematical discontinuity due to frequent metabolic 
shifts (Namjoshi, 2001), which disallows the use of popularly applied singularity theory 
and natural choice for the method of analysis becomes a numerical technique (AUTO). 
Elnashaie and his coworkers (Garhyan and Elnashaie, 2003; Garhyan et al., 2004) using 
AUTO thoroughly explored the continuous fermentor with bifurcation analysis for the 
industrial production of ethanol and showed the presence of exotic features like chaos.  
 
2.4 Double Zero Eigen value (DZE) 
Singularity is the main cause of occurrence of multiple steady state solutions as 
the key parameter is varied. Singularity is not very uncommon in real-life systems. For 
instance, they are quite common in multi-species predator-prey dynamics (Langford, 
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1979), hydrodynamic systems (Hopf, 1948), multi-reaction dynamics (Balakotaiah and 
Luss, 1984) and even controlled dynamics (Russo and Bequette, 1996). In many real life 
systems, although we may not choose a set of parameters which leads to an occurrence of 
singularity, parameters do shift during operation of a system and steady state dynamics 
may pass through it. Across the singularity, number of branches can be different and 
exchange of stability is inevitable. This study finds many important applications in the 
design of nonlinear chemically reacting systems, reactor design theory, and other sub-
disciplines. In case of a DZE, a pair of eigenvalues simultaneously cross imaginary axis 
at the origin into right half plane which can reveal information on various types of 
exchange in stability. The theory on phase plane analysis for a two dimensional system 
(Coddington and Levinson, 1955) is worth a mention here. In the literature (Keener, 
1982) this singularity has been termed as a homoclinic point and is characterized by finite 
amplitude, infinite period oscillations occurring in its vicinity in parameter space. The 
singularity is known as Takens-Bogdanov (TB) point if the algebraic multiplicity is two 
and the geometric multiplicity is one. Otherwise, if both the algebraic multiplicity and the 
geometric multiplicity are equal to two, the singularity is called as double zero point. 
Hence, TB point has only one independent eigenvector. In higher dimensional systems, 
usually the Jacobian of such systems may be found to be sparse and the probability of a 
DZE is inherent. Thus, its occurrence in parameter space in real range of parameters 
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2.4.1 A Review On Double Zero Eigenvalue 
 Keener (1982) described a DZE as a homoclinic bifurcation point, which is a 
periodic solution of finite amplitude with infinite period, and showed solution diagrams 
in his work which portray various oscillatory and stationary solution branches emanating 
from DZE. Using standard regular perturbation method the author predicted even the 
chaotic behavior closer to DZE in a CSTR carrying out a first order exothermic reaction. 
However, the system dealt with is two-dimensional. Pismen (1984) followed amplitude 
expansion along with multiple time scales to systematically identify and produce 
classification of solutions in solution diagrams. He showed complex dynamical regimes 
of lumped reactors by analyzing the dynamics near singular bifurcation points of multiple 
zero eigenvalues. In the simplest case of bifurcation like a double zero eigenvalue, three 
distinct normal forms have been derived, dependent on special symmetry conditions at 
bifurcation; however none of these forms taken separately can reproduce the full range of 
qualitatively distinct regimes possible in the two-dimensional phase space. Knobloch 
(1986) showed the usefulness of center manifold theory to study the multiple bifurcations 
by analyzing the DZE value for a system with and without reflectional symmetry. 
McKarnin et al. (1988) studied the dynamics of a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism of 
a bimolecular heterogeneously catalyzed surface reaction modeled with a pair of ODEs. 
With the help of numerical algorithms like DERPAR for curve tracing which avoids the 
singularity like the turning point at the price of an extra dimension (bifurcation parameter 
is added to the state variables) and backward time integration methods, dynamics like 
limit cycles, turning points on periodic branches, global homoclinic and metacritical 
Hopf bifurcations, double zero singularity have been reported with a specific emphasis on 
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the presence of homoclinic orbits near the double zero singularity. Huseyin and Yu 
(1989) found that a combination of intrinsic harmonic balance method and unifaction 
technique can be an effective tool even to study a codimension-3 singularity like the 
presence of DZE and a pair of imaginary eigen values. They have demonstrated the 
usefulness through an electrical network example.  Subramanian and Balakotaiah (1995), 
with the help of centre manifold theory, analyzed a distributed parameter system of 
reaction driven convection represented by PDE for DZE singularity and extended 
analysis to the global bifurcation phenomena using orthogonal collocation while carefully 
taking the symmetry into account. Subramanian and Balakotaiah (1996), used singularity 
theory and Liapunov-Schmidt reduction along with the shooting method to analyze and 
classify the dynamic behavior of various distributed reactor models. They have delineated 
the parameter space into regions separated by various singularities like hysterisis, isola, 
double zero and double Hopf.  
 As can be seen above, DZE has been dealt with in the literature for quite 
sometime now. However, in many occasions the occurrence of DZE along with a pair of 
imaginary values (co-dimension 3) or DZE in a distributed parameter models had been 
the focus. There have been cases where many methods that are very effective for SZE 
singularity analysis proved to be less effective to analyze DZE unless those are 
complemented with other methods or numerical help. In this light, it seems that any effort 
similar to that of Karimi and Inamdar (2002), which dealt with the application of RPM to 
determine the branching patterns at a SZE of an autonomous ODE system to analyze the 
branching patterns at a DZE singularity of an autonomous n-equation ODE system, 
would be certainly appreciated. 
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2.5 Bifurcation Of T-Periodic Solution 
 Biochemical systems having known for their penchant for oscillatory solutions 
exhibit further secondary bifurcation of these oscillatory solutions into complex 
phenomena like Period Doubling (PD), Torus (TR), turning point etc. These phenomena 
are known to be very common in systems of three dimensional or higher. Floquet 
analysis (Seydel, 1988) is the widely used theory to predict these secondary bifurcations. 
Most numerical methods of nonlinear analysis will therefore have to include Floquet 
analysis in their algorithms. Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997), Garhyan and Elnashaie (2003) 
and Garhyan et al. (2004) have put AUTO into extensive use to analyze the bifurcation of 
T-periodic solution. However, there is a possibility that this numerical method does not 
reveal every phenomenon. For instance, we have observed through dynamic simulation 
of Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) that the system exhibits, series of first, second and third 
period doublings before leading to chaos which the authors have not reported using 
AUTO.  Rand (1989) used center manifold theory to analytically treat the PD however 
for a specific three dimensional system. Nayfeh and Balachandran (1990) used multiple 
time scale method to analyze the same system for PD. Though Rand and Holmes (1980) 
used harmonic balance method to analyze a second order Mathieu equation, they did not 
include floquet theory in the analysis which restricts the analysis only to that of a turning 
point in the periodic solution where the stable and unstable periodic solutions meet and 
hence PD or Torus cannot be analyzed. Belhaq and Houssni (1995, 2000) have extended 
analysis of Nayfeh and Balachandran (1990) to predict even the occurrence of second PD 
in a specific but simple three dimensional system. Here again, the extension of RPM to a 
general irreducible n-equation system seems evident as even the earlier analytical 
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attempts seem to have been restricted to a simpler three dimensional model. In this work, 
we start with a preliminary analysis of bifurcation of T-periodic solution based on 
Belhaq’s work and extend the analysis to n-equation system under the framework of 
RPM.  
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Chapter 3 
Application Of RPM To Biochemical Systems 
 
3.1 Objective  
In this chapter, our objective is to show the power of RPM in predicting the 
complete local analytical information about a bifurcation point, by applying the existing 
analytical results of RPM (Karimi and Inamdar, 2002; Inamdar and Karimi, 2002) to 
some biochemical systems through numerical computations and identify the areas of 
application where further investigation may be needed. We develop the extensions of 
RPM to additional static and dynamic bifurcation problems.  
 
3.2 Application To Biochemical Systems 
 Here we identify some biochemical systems which are very rich in terms of both 
static and dynamic bifurcation phenomena. We first use RPM results for static bifurcation 
at a simple zero (Karimi and Inamdar, 2002) to characterize thoroughly those static 
bifurcation points present in the system. We then use the RPM results for dynamic 
bifurcation at a Hopf point (Inamdar and Karimi, 2002) to characterize that point. In this 
process, we would be able to identify the possible leads for extension of the existing 
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3.2.1 Example 1 (Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997) 
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As explained in Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997), the above model explains the dynamics of a 
recycle bioreactor carrying out a biochemical reaction where the inlet stream along with 
the recycled stream enters the main reactor followed by a settler. After the settler the 
main stream splits into two streams viz., recycle stream and outlet stream. In the reactor, 
the substrate S is consumed to produce the intermediate particulate product Xs which 
finally transforms to the biomass Xa. The substrate is known to follow Haldane 
expression that takes care of complicated inhibitory kinetics. The definitions of each of 
the terms in the above equation as given in the Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) are as follows: 
K1 = substrate saturation constant (mg/l) 
K2 = intermediate product inhibition constant (mg/l) 
K3 = saturation constant for biomass growth rate (mg/l) 
S = substrate concentration (mg/l) 
Xa = biomass concentration (mg/l) 
Xs = intermediate particulate product concentration (mg/l) 
Y = Yield coefficient 
W
 
= sludge withdrawal fraction 
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θ  = reactor residence time (hr) 
m
µ = maximum specific rate 
α = inverse of substrate inhibition constant (l/mg) 
Subscripts:  f = feed stream, R = recycle stream 
The bifurcation diagram for the above system for the parameter values K1= K2=10; 
K3=500; W=0.1; Xaf=80; =0.02; Y=0.5; Sf=350; Xsf=20; 
m
µ =3.0 is given below.  
 
Fig 3.1 Bifurcation diagram of Dimensionless residence time  versus substrate concentration S (extracted 
from Ajbar & Ibrahim (1997)) 
 
The authors generated the above diagram using the fully numerical based technique 
called AUTO. It shows two static bifurcation points viz. LP1 & LP2 and two dynamic 
bifurcation points (Hopf points), viz. HB1 & HB2. As shown in the figure there are 
various sets of multiple steady states over a wide range of the bifurcation parameter 
namely residence time. Empty circles indicate unstable periodic state and it emerges on 
the left side of the Hopf point HB1. This region of unstable steady state is also associated 
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with the presence of another stable static steady state and a stable steady state of higher 
amplitude. The system can jump or spike between these the stable steady state and the 
stable periodic state which is undesirable from the practical operating view point. The 
region between LP1 and HB2 is marked by the presence of three steady states viz., one 
stable static steady state, one stable periodic state which surrounds one unstable static 
state. While the region between HB2 and LP2 is marked by three static steady states with 
one of them being unstable, the region beyond LP2 has a unique stable static steady state.  
We first analyze the static bifurcation points and then the dynamic bifurcation points.  
 
3.2.1.1 Static Bifurcation Points 
The two static bifurcation points are given as follows: 
LP1: S = 1.3941; Xs = 75.1538; Xa = 2667.88,  = 1.52089 
LP2: S = 19.2696; Xs = 418.6061; Xa = 2235.05,  = 2.01298 
LP1 and LP2 are right and left turning points, respectively, both of which generate two 
steady states, one stable and another unstable. Now, let us characterize these two turning 
points using RPM. The analytical conditions and respective numerical computations due 
to RPM for the above two turning points are given in the Table 3.1, where , a10, a20 and 
a01 are the constants defined in Karimi and Inamdar (2002). Since,  is a dimensionless 
perturbation parameter, the sign of  ( 1± ) determines the direction of the turning point 
and the sign of  of the particular branch determines its stability with positive  indicating 
unstable branch while the negative  indicating the stable branch. Thus, from the above 
table we can infer that the branching solutions for LP1 are possible only on the right side 
of it and hence it is a right sided turning point. While its upper branch is unstable due to a 
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positive =+1.1976 , the lower branch is stable due to a negative =−1.1976 . Likewise, 
we can infer that the turning point LP2 is a left turning point.  Here, while the upper 
branch is stable due to a negative =−0.6146 , the lower branch is stable due to a 
positive =+0.6146 .  
 
Table 3.1: Characterization of static bifurcation points (turning points) in 
biochemical system 1 using RPM 
Defining Conditions LP1 LP2 
For defining the direction of critical point 
Zeros  a10 = 0  152.4389−−  191.06082−  
























0u  ( )1 2.0092 4.6711−  ( )1 3.6615 3.13361−  
Branching 
solutions 10 20 0
( / )a aε χ± − u  03.704 ε χ± u  041.1924 ε χ± −u  
For defining the  stability characteristics 
w 
10 20/a aχ± −  3.704 χ±  41.1924 χ± −  
0u  
* 1
0 0( . )−u u  0.002707 0.036384 
Eigenvalues  0 202u a wε  1.1976ε±  0.6146ε  
 
 
3.2.1.2 Dynamic Bifurcation Point (Hopf Point)  
There are two Hopf points HB1 and HB2 in the above system as shown in Fig.3.1. 
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In order to characterize these points the RPM framework has to be different as proposed 
in Inamdar and Karimi (2002).  Though, the above work deals with a partial delay 
differential system and for simultaneous perturbation in two parameters, we can reduce 
the final results to a system of autonomous ODE as follows.  
For an autonomous ODE system,  = 0, which results in  
Dynamics of Amplitude R, 31 1/ pdR dt R Rχσ= +  (3.1)  
Dynamics of the phase , 21 2/ +pd dt Rθ χ ω=  (3.2)  





R i χ= ± , i is imaginary (3.3)  
There are three solutions predicted by the above equation, one trivial, two non-trivial. 
Here,  determines the direction in which the periodic branch is going to emanate from 
the Hopf point and will take either +1 or -1 depending on the sign of 1 1/ pσ which 
determines the stability of the periodic branch. If the periodic branch is stable it is called 
as supercritical Hopf bifurcation and if the periodic branch is unstable it is called as 
subcritical Hopf bifurcation. Let us now characterize the Hopf points present in the 
example system for various feed substrate values (Table 3.2). The Table 3.2 shows that 
one of the Hopf point for Sf =350 is a subcritical Hopf point. Thus the periodic branch 
emanating from that point will be unstable and will meet with a stable periodic branch at 
a parameter point very close to the Hopf point. These qualitative predications, which 
were generated with the help of RPM without fully resorting to numerical methods, 
match with that of a fully numerical technique as in Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997). However, 
very close to the Hopf point, we compare the amplitude and the phase predicted by the 
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RPM with that of actual dynamic simulations. Though, there is a match in amplitude very 
close to the Hopf point, the frequency of the two does not match with each other. They 
are quite different in fact, which can be seen from the diagrams below for  distance away 
from the Hopf point.  
 
Table 3.2: Characterization of the Hopf points present in Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) 






Hopf Point  Direction      Sign  [p1] Amplitude  R 
LHP +1, Sup -1, SS 175.50 240 
RHP -1,Sup -1, SS 62.40 
LHP -1, Sub  +1,USS 1032.90 350 
RHP -1,Sup -1, SS 55.58 
LHP +1,Sup -1, SS 935.82 500 
RHP -1, Sup -1, SS 45.44 
LHP +1, Sup -1, SS 535.70 700 
RHP -1,Sup -1, SS 31.80 
 
The term “Sup” indicates Supercritical Hopf bifurcation and “Sub” indicates subcritical 
Hopf bifurcation. LHP: Left Hopf Point, RHP: Right Hopf Point, SS: Stable Steady state, 
USS: Unstable Steady state. # Sf is the feed substrate concentration in mg/L 
 
This opens up a chance for us to investigate further into the theory of RPM. As far as the 
RPM framework for Hopf point analysis goes, the theory seems to be all correct to us, 
since the qualitative information is exactly matching with that of numerical predictions. 
However, there could be a chance that the different perturbation orders will have a role to 
play here. Since, Inamdar and Karimi (2002) analyzed only for the perturbation order 
two, we have extended the RPM to various perturbation orders in chapter 4 to seek an 
answer into the above mentioned ambiguity.  
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(a) 

































Fig 3.2: Comparison of amplitude and phase between dynamic simulation (left) and that predicted by RPM 
(right) for (a)  = 0.000005 and (b)  = 0.00005. The above plots are between Substrate Conc. S vs. time.  
 
3.2.2 Example 2: (Lenbury et al., 1996) 
Consider the following biochemical example which is a reduced model of the 
original model, where we have not considered the influence of the external force field. 
( )
















= − − + −
+
 
The authors have reported that the autonomous system has Hopf point bifurcation 
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which means that the jacobian has a pair of pure imaginary eigen values at some 
parameter point.  However, a thorough analysis of the jacobian reveals that the above 
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The steady state of the above system of equations is given by: 
/( 1)sz M η= − , 
 sy β= ,  
 0( )s sx z zρ β= + − . 






( 1) ( ( 1) ( ))0 0
0 1 0








ρ ηβ β η η






+ + − 
− − − 
− 
       
                        
Js has the eigenvalues, 1λ = -1 and 1/ 22,3 ( ) / 2a b Mλ η= − ± , where 20 ( 1)a M z η= + − ,  
2 2 2
0( ( 1) (1 2 )) 4 ( 1)b z M Mη η η η ρ= − + − − − . For the Hopf bifurcation to occur, the 
jacobian should have a pair of pure imaginary values, which means that the term a has to 
be zero. However, this means that we get, 20 /( 1)z M η= − − which is an infeasible 
condition as all the parameters involved have to be positive. Our bifurcation analysis 
shows that the system can only have a static bifurcation point called as double point 
where two solutions cross the singular point with an exchange of stability. The correct 
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bifurcation diagram showing the presence of only one static bifurcation point called 
double point is given by Fig 3.3.  
 
Fig 3.3: Bifurcation diagram between Inhibition constant M versus Biomass concentration x for Lenbury et 
al. (1996) showing double point DP at M=56. 
The critical point is x = 0; y= 1.5; z=11.2; =6; M=56; z0=0.2; =11; =1.5 which can be 
characterized as a double point using RPM in Table 3.3. As we can infer from the table, 
the branching solutions exist on both sides of the singular point i.e. double point. 
However, the two solutions exchange their stability across the singular point as shown in 
Fig.3.3.  
From the above examples, we can clearly see that, given a bifurcation point, the 
RPM can characterize the type of point, the number of branches, the direction, relative 
vertical position (upper or lower) and the stability of each branch. Such characterization 
will be very essential while developing an algorithm to construct a global bifurcation 
diagram as can be seen elsewhere in this thesis. We have analyzed the examples having a 
simple zero Eigen value singularity or a Hopf point.  However, there are many other 
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extended, which is discussed in the next section. 
 
Table 3.3: Characterization of Double points in biochemical system 2 using RPM 
 
Defining conditions                                                                     
For characterizing the critical point DP 
Zeros a10 173.16199−−  
 a01 171.09191−−  
Nonzeros a20 0.614754−  
 
2
11 20 024a a a>  
170.00367128 2.83736−>  









Left null eigen vector *
0u  ( )1 0 0  
Constant vector 
















a a a a
a






( ) 0 010.04928 0.07348χ ε ± − u a
 
For determining the stability characteristics 
0u  
* 1
0 0( . )−u u  1.0 
w12 2
11 20 02 204 / 2a a a a−   −-0.073487 




3.3 Extension Of RPM To Other Static And Dynamic Bifurcation 
Problems 
 
Karimi and Inamdar (2002) have derived explicit analytical results for the static 
branching at simple zero Eigen value singularity. They have addressed the case of only 
integer perturbation orders. It is interesting to think that a fractional perturbation might be 
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able to produce a new branching pattern. Apart from this, there is also a possibility that 
the system can have a double zero eigen value (DZE) singularity wherein the jacobian 
has two zero eigen values and the rest negative eigen values. In the case of DZE 
singularity, we need to have a different general solution for xi due to the fact that there 
will be two eigenvectors corresponding to the two zero eigenvalues. Eventually the 
perturbation equations will be different and we look forward to interesting bifurcation 
patterns here. Thus, to sum up, we have looked at two static bifurcation problems using 
RPM as follows: 
• Fractional perturbation order for a simple zero eigenvalue  
• Double Zero Eigenvalue Singularity with integer perturbation orders 
Inamdar and Karimi (1999) applied RPM to analyze the Hopf point of delay differential 
equation system. Inamdar and Karimi (2001) extended the analysis to that of a system of 
Partial Delay differential system explaining a predator-prey dynamics. However, in both 
occasions, they had done the analysis for a second order perturbation i.e. 2µ η χε= + . 
Also, that they have analyzed only the primary dynamic bifurcation, namely, the Hopf 
point. Most nonlinear systems (especially biochemical systems) are known to exhibit 
higher order bifurcations in the dynamic mode called as secondary bifurcation viz. period 
doubling (at which parameter point the period of the oscillatory solution doubles), Torus 
(existence of multiple harmonics of multi-amplitude oscillations), and turning point 
(where there is a coexistence of a stable and unstable oscillatory solution of same 
frequency). These secondary bifurcations are important as they are considered to be the 
route to chaos, another interesting phenomenon in the nonlinear analysis. Also, from the 
practical point of view, they notify the parameter range where utmost care is required in 
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characterizing and handling the system. Our scope for investigation in the dynamic 
bifurcation using RPM are as follows: 
• Analysis of Hopf point in ODE systems for various perturbation orders 
(k=1,2,3,4,5,6) 
• Analysis of bifurcation of T-periodic solution  
In the following chapters, we take up the above problems one by one and give the RPM 





Extension Of RPM-Static Problems 
 
4.1 Objective  
In this chapter, our scope is to extend the RPM framework proposed by Karimi and 
Inamdar (2002) to the analysis of two different static bifurcation problems.  
1. Fractional perturbation orders for the case of simple zero eigenvalue singularity. 
2. Branching patterns at a Double Zero Eigenvalue singularity for integer 
perturbation orders.  
 
4.2 Static Bifurcation Analysis Of Simple Zero With Fractional 
Perturbation Order 
 
Using Reductive Perturbation Method, Inamdar and Karimi (2001) and Karimi 
and Inamdar (2002) analyzed the static bifurcation patterns that arise out of a simple zero 
Eigen value singularity. Here, they defined the perturbation on the key parameter as k, 
where k is an integer and derive the perturbation equations as the coefficients of k for 
each k. The perturbation equations in turn are helpful in determining explicit analytical 
conditions for various branching patterns and their stability. In this section, our aim is to 
find out if there can be any new branching patterns when the perturbation order k is a 
fraction p/q, where p and q are integers. We follow the RPM framework outlined by 
Karimi and Inamdar (2002) while incorporating the necessary modifications. In our case, 
we define the perturbation as p / qµ η χε= +  and the perturbation series for x as follows,  
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( ) 2 3 41 2 3 4p / q p / q p / q p / qε ε ε ε εx = x + x + x + x   (4.1) 
in order that the expansion of x includes the fractional terms and hence does not generate 
inconsistency in the coefficient equations. Now substituting the above expansion for x 
and the fractional perturbation order, we compare the coefficient equations for various 
powers of . We look at a few cases of the type p/q like 1/2, 1/3, one at a time.  
 
4.2.1 Perturbation Of The Order 1/2: 1 2/µ η χε= +  




/ε χ 1: f +A .x   (4.2a) 
1 2
2 1 1 0 1 0 2ε χ +: f + A .x B .x +A .x  (4.2b)     
3 2 3 2
2 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 0 3
/
. .ε χ+: A x C x +B .x x + (f +B .x +A .x )+A .x      (4.2c) 
2 2 4 2 2
4 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 3
3 1 0 4
ε
χ 31 1 1 1 2 1 3
: f +B .x +D .x +A .x +C .x x +B .x +B .x x
        + (A .x +C .x +B .x x +A .x )+A .x
  (4.2d)  
5 2 3 5 3 2
4 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
2 2
2 3 0 1 3 0 2 3 0 1 4 5 3 1
4 2 2
1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 4 0 5
/ε
χ
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ +
: A .x C .x E .x B .x x D .x x C .x x
A .x C .x x B .x x B .x x (f +B .x
+D .x +A .x +C .x x B .x B .x x + A .x )+ A .x
   (4.2e) 
 
4.2.2 Perturbation Of The Order 1/3: 1 3/µ η χε= +  
The coefficient equations for the perturbation order 1/3 are as follows: 
1 3
0 1
/ε χ 1: f +A .x   (4.3a) 
2 3 2
2 1 1 0 1 0 2
/ε χ +: f + A .x B .x +A .x  (4.3b)     
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1 3 2
2 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 0 3. .ε χ+: A x C x +B .x x + (f +B .x +A .x )+A .x      (4.3c) 
4 3 2 4 2 2
4 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 3
3 1 0 4
/ε
χ 31 1 1 1 2 1 3
: f +B .x +D .x +A .x +C .x x +B .x +B .x x
        + (A .x +C .x +B .x x +A .x )+A .x
  (4.3d)  
5 3 3 5 3 2
4 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
2 2
2 3 0 1 3 0 2 3 0 1 4 5 3 1
4 2 2
1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 4 0 5
/ε
χ
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ +
: A .x C .x E .x B .x x D .x x C .x x
A .x C .x x B .x x B .x x (f +B .x
+D .x +A .x +C .x x B .x B .x x + A .x )+ A .x
   (4.3e)  
 
We can clearly see from the coefficient expansions of two different fractional orders 1/2 
and 1/3 that they are exactly the same as that of an integer order (Appendix A). Also, 
fractional orders that are higher multiples of 1/2 or 1/3 namely 3/2 or 2/3 also produce the 
coefficient equations same as the above except that the similar equations appear in 
different coefficients compared to the above. This can be seen from Appendix B. Thus, 
we can conclude that though the fractional perturbation orders look, at the outset, as an 
exciting concept to pursue, the analysis using them is already subsumed by the integer 
order expansions. Thus, we can conclude that any efforts of using even different 
combination of p and q will be merely a mathematical fancy without any new results 
being produced.  
 
4.3 Branching Patterns At A Double Zero Eigen Value  
Karimi and Inamdar (2002) addressed multi-equation system in multi-parameter 
space giving explicit analytical conditions for local stability of each branch of solutions 
emanating across a SZE singular point. In this section, we extend the same approach to 
study the branching and stability analysis of dynamical systems having a double zero 
eigenvalue singularity. Double zero eigen value (DZE) is a singularity point where the 
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jacobian of the nonlinear system has two zero eigen values, while the rest of the eigen 
values have negative real parts, at a specific parameter point. Perturbation equations 
indicate that when a double zero eigenvalue is perturbed across the singularity, the 
branching scenario is different from that of a SZE of a system of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs). A few examples from biochemical reacting systems are considered to 
illustrate the analysis. 
 
4.3.1 Reductive Perturbation Method  
      With the RPM framework of Karimi and Inamdar (2002) being the same, here, we 
make an assumption that linear operator A0 is singular matrix having a Double Zero 
Eigenvalue with the rest being non-zero eigenvalues having negative real parts. 
Assuming a general solution of Eq. (3.7) is given as, 
 
( )1 01 2 02 0x = u +w u A .hi i i kiw −   (4.4)  
where 1iw  and 2iw are real scalars, 01u  and 02u are linearly independent eigenvectors 
pertaining to a double zero eigenvalue of A0 and 0A

 is the Moore-Penrose inverse or 
pseudoinverse (Magnus and Neudecker, 1988) of the singular matrix A0. As each hki 
involves only the unknowns x(i-1), x(i-2), etc., it will be possible to solve Eq. (4.4) 
successively in the sequence 1 2 3i , , ,=  for any order of perturbation k to obtain 
unknowns x1, x2, etc. Consequently, this will give us the new steady state 
( ) 2 31 2 3x = x + x + x +ε ε ε ε  . However, it is evident from Eq. (4.4) that every perturbation 
equation can have infinite solutions as 1iw  and 2iw  can take any real values. In order to 
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identify the correct solutions, we resort to the theory of linear equations and find that if a 
system of inhomogeneous equations like 0A .x =hi ki−  have to be solvable it must satisfy a 
condition (Iooss & Joseph, 1990), which is, 
 
01 02 0u h u .h     
* *
ki ki. , k ,i= = ∀  (4.5)  
Eq. (4.5) is termed as the Fredholm alternative or the solvability condition. Thus only 
those solutions which satisfy the condition in Eq. (4.5) are valid. In subsequent analysis, 
we will employ Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) to obtain scalars 1iw , 2iw , that define branching 
solutions. We will look for solutions for the cases k=1,2,3,4 one at a time and see if we 
can identify any branching patterns. Thus, the linear operator A0 has a double zero 
eigenvalue and various patterns arise in local neighborhood of a singular parameter point. 
For each such pattern we identify various parameter conditions which must be satisfied 
for its occurrence and derive expressions for its solution branches. To begin our search 
for patterns we define ( )µ µ η∆ = −  and set k=1 i.e. the perturbation order to one.  
 
4.3.1.1 Branching With The First Order Perturbation: µ η χε= +  
From Table A.3 of Appendix A for expression 11h we obtain the following 
solution,  
 
( )1 11 01 12 02 0 1x = u + u A .fw w χ−   (4.6)             
Applying solvability condition we get two equations, 
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01 1 1 0u .f = v =
*χ χ  (4.7a)  
02 1 2 0u .f = v =
*χ χ  (4.7b)  
Further we have two equations from 0 11 1 2u h
*
i . , i ,= , as follows,  
( ) ( )2 26 4 11 5 12 1 11 2 11 12 3 12 0 1 2i i i i i ia a w a w a w a w w a w , i ,χ+ + + + + = =  (4.8)  
Rewriting the above equation in the following form,  
( )( )1 11 2 12 3 4 11 5 12 6 0 1 2i i i i i ib w b w b b w b w b ,i , .+ + + + = =  (4.9) 
and defining 21 2 1 34i i i ia a a∆ = −  and
2
2 4 1 64j j j ja a a∆ = −  Eq.(4.11) can be rewritten as, 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 11 2 1 12 4 2 1 11 2 1 12 4 22 2 0i i i i i j j j i ja w a w a a w a w aχ χ+ + ∆ + + ∆ + − ∆ + − ∆ =  (4.10) 










   
























= − = ≠ 
− ∆ 
 and 1 0c ≠ . 
This indicates that there can be a maximum of four solutions on either side of the 
singularity, the stability of which shall be determined by the eigen values corresponding 
to each solution. The additional parameter conditions that need to be satisfied 
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are 01 2v = v = . At Takens-Bogdanov point the system will have only one independent 
eigen vector. This would mean that either 11w  or 12w  is zero. Assuming, 11 0w =  and 
solving Eq.(4.10) for 12w , we get,  
2





i i i i
i




=  (4.11)  
which indicates that the system will have a turning point at the Takens-Bogdanov point. 
 
4.3.1.2 Branching With Second Order Perturbation: 2µ η χε= +  
From Table 4.1 for expression 21h we assume the following general solution,  
( )1 11 01 12 02x = u + uw w   (4.12)  
Applying solvability condition we get two equations, 0 22 1 2u .h ,
*
i i ,= ,  which leads to, 
( )2 21 11 2 11 12 3 12 6 0 1 2i i i ic w c w w c w c , i ,χ+ + + = =  (4.13)  
We define, 23 2 1 34i i i ic c c∆ = −   &  
2
4 4 1 6 1 64 4j j j j j jc c c c cχ χ∆ = − = − . 
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Fig 4.1: Branching pattern for the first order perturbation at a Double Zero Eigen value singular point 
shows four branches on either side of the singular point.  
 
  
Fig 4.2: Branching pattern for the second order perturbation at a Double Zero Eigen value singular point 
shows four braches emerging on one side of the singular point and no branches on the other side. 
 
 = +1 = -1
x 
 =  +  
 
 = +1 = -1
x 
 =  +  
2
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Fig 4.3: Branching pattern for the third order perturbation at a Double Zero Eigen value singular point 
shows that there are no branches on the either side of the singular point. 
 






























k ;i, j , ;i j.−∆ = = ≠ ∆ 
2 0; c ≠   
This indicates that there can be a maximum of four solutions on one side of the 
singularity, where 1 6 0j jc c < is satisfied which also means that 1v and 2v have to be non-










= ±  (4.15)  
Thus the system will have a turning point at the Takens-Bogdanov point. 
 = +1 = -1
x 
 =  +  
3
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Table 4.1: Expressions that appear in the perturbation equations for orders 1, 2 and 3  
Perturbation order: k=1 
 
0 0 1g =A .f

 
1 0 0 01 01u .B ( u u  )*i ia ⊗= .  
2 0 0 01 02 02 01u .B ( u u + u u )*i ia ⊗ ⊗= .  
3 0 0 02 02u .B ( u u  )*i ia ⊗= .  
4 0 1 01 0 01 01 0[ ]0u A .u B .(g u +u g )*i ia . − ⊗ ⊗=  
5 0 1 02 0 0 02 02 0u .[A .u B .( g u +u g )]*i ia − ⊗ ⊗=  
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 2u .[B .( g g ) A .g +f ]*i ia ⊗ −=  
 
 
Perturbation order: k=2 
 
1 0 0 01 01u B ( u u  )*i ic . ⊗= .  
2 0 0 01 02 02 01u .B ( u u + u u )*i ic ⊗ ⊗= .  
3 0 0 02 02u .B ( u u  )*i ic ⊗= .  
4 0=ic , 5 0= ic  
6 0 1u .f
*
i ic =  
 
 
Perturbation order: k=3 
 
1 0 0 01 01u B ( u u  )*i ip . ⊗= .  
 
3 0 0 02 02u .B ( u u  )*i ip ⊗= .  
4 0=ip , 5 0= ip , 6 0= ip  
 
1 0 0 01 01u B ( u u  )*i id . ⊗= .  
2 0 0 01 02 02 01u .B ( u u + u u )*i id ⊗ ⊗= .  
3 0 0 02 02u .B ( u u  )*i id ⊗= .  





2 0 0 01 02 02 01
*
i ip ⊗ ⊗u .B ( u u + u u )= .
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4.3.1.3 Branching With The Third Order Perturbation: 3µ η χε= + . 
From Table 1 for expression 31h we obtain a solution,  
( )1 11 01 12 02x = u + uw w  (4.16)  
Applying solvability condition, we have two equations from 0 32 1 2u .h ,
*
i i ,= ,  
( )2 21 11 2 11 12 3 12 0 1 2i i ip w p w w p w , i ,+ + = =  (4.17)  
We define, 25 2 1 34i i i ip p p∆ = −   &  6 0j∆ =  as 4 0jp =  and 6 0jp = . 









−   
= ⋅ =   
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k ;i, j , ;i j. = − = ≠ 
 
  
This indicates that there can be no branching from the singularity. Even if the point is 
Takens-Bogdanov point, both 11w  and 12w are going to be zeros. We will now have to 
seek the higher order perturbation equation to search for a solution x2. We propose,  
 
( )2 21 01 22 02x = u + uw w  (4.19)  
 
Since, x1= 0, the next perturbation equation, 32h  is also zero (Table A.3 in appendix A), 
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which satisfies the solvability condition. Solvability condition for the third order 
perturbation equation, 
0 33 1 2u .h ,
*
i i ,=  (4.20)  
gives us the following two equations,  
01 1 1 0u .f = v
*χ χ =  (4.21a)  
02 1 2 0u .f = v
*χ χ =  (4.21b)  
We still cannot determine x2 and now look at the solvability condition for fourth order 
perturbation equations, which gives us two more equations which are similar to that of 
Eq.(4.20) which again predicts that there can be no branching from the singular point.  
 
( )2 21 21 2 21 22 3 22 0 1 2i i id w d w w d w , i ,+ + = =  (4.22) 
Hence, if the parametric conditions Eqs.(4.23a) and (4.23b) are satisfied, there is a 
possibility that the double zero point is an isolated point with no branches on either side.  
 
 
4.3.2 Linear Stability Analysis 
 The linear stability analysis of the steady state solution x can be done by 
analyzing the following two eigenvector equations,  
(1,0)
1( , ). ( , ) ( , ) ( , )j jµ µ λ µ µ=D F X u x x u x  (4.23a) 
(1,0)
2 2 2( , ). ( , ) ( , ) ( , )µ µ λ µ µ=D F X u x x u x  (4.23b) 
where 1 ( , )λ µx  and 2 ( , )λ µx are the two eigenvalues that go to zero simultaneously at the 
double zero point, while 1 ( , )µu x  and 2 ( , )µu x are the corresponding eigenvectors. From 
Eq.(4.4), we have,  
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Table 4.2: Right hand sides gkij of perturbation equations for eigenvalue analysis  
 
10 0jg  =  
11 1 0 0 1 0 1 0j , j , j , j , jχ λ+ −g A u B x u u=  
2
12 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j. . . .χ χ λ λ+ − −g A u B .x u C x u A u B (x u +x u ) u u = + + +  
2 3 2
13 3 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 2
2 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 3 0 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
0 3
j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j
, j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j
, j , j





+ + + + +
+ + + + − −
−
g A u B .x u C x u D .x u C (x u x x u ) A u





20 0jg  =  
21 0 1 0 1 0j , j , j , jλ−g B x u u=  
2
22 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j. . .χ λ λ− −g A u +C x u B (x u +x u ) u u = +  
3 2
23 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 3 0 1 2
2 1 1 2 0 3
j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j
, j , j , j , j , j , j









30 0jg  = , 31 21j j=g g  
2
32 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j. . λ λ+ − −g C x u +B (x u x u ) u u =  
3 2
33 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 3 0 2 1 1 2
2 1 1 2 0 3
j , j , j , j , j , j , j , j
, j , j , j , j , j , j
. . .χ
λ λ λ
+ + + + + +
− − −





(1,0) 2 3( , ) ( ) ( ). ( ). ( ). ....µ µ µ µ µ= + + + +D F X A B Ix C Ix D Ix       (4.24) 
We now assume the following perturbation expansion for the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues as follows,  
2 3
1 0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1( , ) ...λ µ λ ελ ε λ ε λ= + + + +x     (4.25a) 
2 3
2 0,2 1,2 2,2 3,2( , ) ...λ µ λ ελ ε λ ε λ= + + + +x     (4.25b) 
2 3
1 0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1( , ) ...µ ε ε ε= + + + +u x u u u u     (4.26a) 
2 3
2 0,2 1,2 2,2 3,2( , ) ...µ ε ε ε= + + + +u x u u u u     (4.26b) 
where ' sλ and u’s are some unknowns that will be determined later. The first terms of 
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Eq.(4.26), 0,1λ and 0,2λ are the two eigenvalues that go to zero at the double zero singular 
point and hence the first nonzero terms of the expansions Eq.(4.25a) and Eq.(4.25b) will 
determine the stability of the solution branches. The branch is  
(a) Stable, if 1,1λ < 0 and 1,2λ  < 0 
(b) Unstable, if 1,1λ >0 and 1,2λ  < 0 or 1,1λ < 0 and 1,2λ > 0 
(c) Conditionally stable if 1,1λ = 0 and 1,2λ  < 0 or 1,1λ < 0 and 1,2λ  =  0 
We substitute the perturbation expansions of x, A, B, etc. and those for ( , )iλ µx  and 
( , )i µu x  (i=1, 2) and collect the coefficients of the powers of  from both sides. We get a 
set of perturbation equations which are listed in Table 4.2 which are of the form,  
 
0 ,. i j kij− =A u g ,  i = 0,1,2,…; k = 1,2,3…, j = 1 or 2.      (4.27) 
 
We propose a general solution to the above equation as we did for the Eq.(4.6),  
 
1 2
, 0,1 0,2 0 .i ii j kijw w= + −u u u A g

      (4.28) 
 
 
for any real scalar ijw . The solvability conditions for the above equations are, 
*
0, . 0j kij =u g .  (4.29) 
 
The gkij for some i and k are listed in the Table 4.2. Since gk0j=0, we have from the 
Eq.(4.28) for i=0, that u0,j is the null right eigen vector of A0. We now derive the 
eigenvalues for various branching solutions derived earlier. By substituting for the 
solution x1 in 0 1 0
*
, j k j. =u g  for various k (1,2,3) and j (1,2), we get the expressions for the 
first terms of two eigenvalue expansions, Eqs.(4.26a & b) which are listed in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3: Eigenvalues for various perturbation orders due to the solvability condition 
Perturbation 
Order (k) 
General Solution  
x1 
Eigenvalues # 
1 ( )1 11 01 12 02 0 1x = u + u A .fw w χ−   1 0 4 1 11 2 122, j , j , j j ju a a w a wλ χ= + +( )  
2 ( )1 11 01 12 02w wx = u + u  1 0 1 11 2 122, j , j j ju c w c wλ = +( )  
3 ( )1 11 01 12 02w wx = u + u  1 0 1 11 2 122, j , j j ju p w p wλ = +( )  
     # 10 0 0
*
, j , j , ju .
−
=(u u )  
 
As mentioned earlier, the first nonzero terms as given above determine the stability 
characteristics of the branches emanating at the DZE singularity.  
 
4.3.3 Illustrative Examples 
      Now, let us look at few examples from the biochemical and chemical systems 
that have a double zero Eigen value, to find out exactly what happens in reality.  
Example 1 (Keener, 1982) 
The following two-dimensional model represents a CSTR carrying out a first order 






dX X Da X e
dt










      (4.30)  
 
Expressing all the parameters and state variables in terms of , we find that the above 

















        (4.31)  
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while, { } 1, ,
1





.      (4.32) 
In an effort to find out which perturbation order to apply in order to analyze the above 
system, we find that,  




















u    


































   
 
Now, the solvability conditions become,  
* *1
0,1 1 0,2 1. ( 1) and . 0f e f
β
β β β−= − =u u    
 
Since  is a positive bounded parameter, the above equations can never be both zero 
vectors. This indicates that we need to analyze the system (Eq.(4.30)) using second order 
perturbation 2µ η χε= + to predict the branching at DZE. From the numerical 
computations (listed down in the Table 4.4), we find that the system exhibits a turning 
point at the DZE along with another turning point at a simple zero eigen value singularity 
near the DZE. The bifurcation diagram Fig.4.4, shows the presence of two turning points. 
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The double point is at X = 0.437507; Y = 2.285680;  = 1.77728; B = 4.223990; Da = 
0.1376.0.  
Table 4.4: The numerical computations that characterize the DZE point with respect to 
the bifurcation parameter Da 
















0,1 1. fu  14.5959 
*
0,2 1. fu  0 
w11 7.82225 χ±  
                 *X, Y are state variables while , B & Da are system parameters 
 
Fig 4.4: Plot of Damkohler number, Da versus Dimensionless temperature,  showing the presence of two 
turning points, one due to the double zero eigen value(A), another due to the simple zero eigen value (B) in 
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From Table 4.4, we find that w11 has two roots on the right side of the DZE ( = +1) and 
no roots on the left side of the DZE ( = −1) indicating the presence of a turning point. 
Since, the left null eigen vector u0,2 is a zero vector, w12 does not come into the final 
perturbation equations and w11 alone is able to predict what actually happens in the 
system (Fig.4.4).  
We now just give the model equations of two more biochemical examples of three 
dimension and their respective bifurcation diagrams. 
Example 2 (Ajbar and Alhumazi, 2000b) 












dS S SS S X X
dt S S S S
dX SXf W X X
dt S S









= − − + 






As explained in Ajbar and Alhumazi (2000b), the above system of equations explain the 
dynamics of a bioreactor in which two microbial populations X1 and X2 compete to 
consume the same substrate S through Andrew’s inhibitory kinetics. The reaction 
happens in the main reactor which is followed by a settler where the main stream is 
separated into two streams, viz. recycle stream and a solid disposal stream. The 
definitions of the terms present in the above set of equations are given below. 
S = dimensionless substrate concentration,  Xi = dimensionless biomass concentration of 
species i, W = fraction of the main flow (into the reactor) that is purged from the reactor 
t = dimensionless time,  , 1, 2 and φ  are dimensionless constants in the rate equations,  
 = ratio of yield coefficients for the two species,  = dimensionless residence time 
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Fig.4.5 Plot of dimensionless residence time  versus substrate concentration S showing two turning points 
one at DZE (A) and another at simple zero eigen value (B) for the parameter values =1.063995; 
y1=.059918; 2=0.103665;=1.137778;=1.122631;Xf2=0.001;Xf2=0.001;Sf=4.80701;W=0.840112; 
 
Example 3 (Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997) 
Consider the biochemical example explained in section 3.2.1 of chapter 3 
 
Fig.4.6 Plot of dimensionless residence time  versus substrate concentration S showing two turning points 
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We find from various three and two dimensional chemical engineering examples that the 
DZE predominantly results in a turning point and the system exhibits hysterisis 
phenomenon. Though our numerical attempts restrict our efforts towards analyzing 
higher order examples, we believe that we will be able to find exciting branching patterns 
like star in a suitable higher order example.  
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 In this chapter, we have extended the RPM framework to the fractional 
perturbation orders in the analysis of static bifurcation at a simple zero Eigenvalue. The 
coefficient equations turn out to be the same as that of integer orders and produce no new 
branches as anticipated. The DZE analysis of various three dimensional biochemical 
systems shows that it invariably results in a turning point. Our numerical efforts are 
restricted only to three dimensional systems, mainly due to the fact that the equations are 
so complex to deal with, while doing the parameter search for the occurrence of double 
zero singular points. However, we believe that a suitable and reasonably simpler example 
in higher dimensions (n>3)) should illustrate the star pattern predicted by DZE, may be 








In this chapter, our goal is to extend the RPM framework to the dynamic 
bifurcation problem of analysis of Hopf point for autonomous ODE systems for various 
perturbation orders. As we discussed in chapter 3, there is a mismatch of frequency of 
oscillations between the dynamic simulation and that predicted by the RPM analysis for 
Hopf point (Inamdar and Karimi, 2002). We hope this analysis might give us an answer 
to that.  
 
5.2 Analysis Of Hopf Point Using Various Perturbation Orders  
Kuramoto (1984) did the perturbation analysis of an ODE system for a second 
order perturbation in one key system parameter to analyze the Hopf point using Stuart-
Landau equation. Motivated by this work, Karimi and Inamdar (2002) applied the 
Reductive Perturbation Method to analyze the more generic Partial Delay Differential 
Equation system (predator-prey dynamics) for the second order perturbation 
simultaneously in two parameters viz. time delay and one key system parameter as 
against one parameter by Kuramoto (1984). However, it is no necessity that the 
perturbation order has to be two which leads us to analyze the Stuart-Landau equation for 
various perturbation orders, 1 to 6, in comparison. To be mindful of the fact that the 
expressions for higher order perturbation would be highly complex for Partial Delay 
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Differential Equations (e.g. distributed systems like packed bed reactor in which the 
concentrations of the reactants/products vary both in time and along the length of the 
reactor, with a delayed recycle streams) or Delay Differential Equations (e.g. a CSTR 
with a delayed recycle stream), we analyze only an Ordinary Differential Equation 
system here, with a belief that it would serve a good indicator of what this investigation is 
all about.  
 
5.2.1 Hopf Point 
Hopf point is a parameter point where the Jacobian, otherwise the linearized 
matrix, of the system of nonlinear equations has a pair of pure imaginary eigen values 
 while all the other eigen values have negative real parts.  At this point, one of the 
stable static steady state of the system undergoes a stability change becoming unstable, 
and there will be birth of a T-periodic oscillatory steady state. There are two types of 










TP-Turning point in the periodic solution. Solid line indicates stable steady state while dotted line 
indicates unstable steady state.
Fig. 5.1: (a) Illustration of supercritical Hopf bifurcation (b) Illustration of subcritical Hopf bifurcation. 
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there is birth of small amplitude T-periodic orbit (limit cycle) in the direction of loss of 
stability of the static steady state and there is a clear exchange of stability such that after 
the Hopf point has occurred there is only one stable steady state. In subcritical Hopf 
bifurcation (Fig 5.1b) the birth of T-periodic solution is in the opposite direction of the 
loss of stability. The periodic solution that emerges out of supercritical Hopf point is 
always stable and that coming out of subcritical is always unstable. This unstable periodic 
branch, however, exchanges stability with a stable periodic branch at a turning point (TP) 
and the stable periodic branch, of large amplitude, continues further to exist beyond the 
Hopf point. Hence, there is a region close to the subcritical Hopf point which is 
characterized by the existence of three steady state solutions, one stable static steady state 
and two periodic steady states; one stable, the other unstable. This region is widely 
referred to as bistable region in the literature, as there is simultaneous presence of two 
stable attractors for the same parameter point. Also, the unstable limit cycle that is 
present between these two attractors separates their basin of attraction with every initial 
condition outside this limit cycle approaching the stable periodic steady state while those 
inside the unstable limit cycle approaching the stable static steady state. 
 
5.2.2 Perturbation Analysis 
Here, we develop a general perturbation analysis for kth order perturbation in the 
key system parameter. We analyze the Hopf point and obtain Stuart-Landau equations in 
the next section. We consider the following general ODE system for our analysis,  
 
( ) ( ( ) )t t µ.X = F X ,                                                         (5.1) 
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We assume that the system is at a critical point, but in a stationary steady state,  
at t=0 with the key parameter value
( ) sX = Xt
µ η= . Now we let µ  experience a permanent and 
time-independent infinitesimal perturbation at t=0 from its original valueη . This disturbs 
the system steady state and the system undergoes a transient motion governed by          
Eq. (5.1). First, we linearize and transform Eq. (5.1) into its local (deviational) form as 
follows: 
 
nµ ∈x =f(x, ) x Ri  ,  where                 (5.2)   ( ) ( ) sx  = X  - Xt t
      
Defining , the Eq. (5.1) becomes,  /  d dΘ≡ t
 
x = f (x, )µΘ .                                                (5.3) 
 
To perturb the system, we define the perturbation parameter as ε  by 
kµ η χ ε= + , where sgn( - )χ µ η=  defines the direction of perturbation and k is the 
perturbation order. Using the method of multiple scales, we define perturbation 
timescales as,  
 
 , 0,ii t iθ ε= = .∞                                                                               (5.4) 
 
We will now write the perturbation expansion for the various terms and operators of 
Eq.5.3 in terms of iε . Equating the terms of various orders from both sides will give us a 










=∑               (5.5) 
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2 3 4( ) (0, )f x,  = f  + A.x + B.x +C.x + D.x +...µ µ  ,  
 
where x2, x3, x4 , etc. are kronecker products defined as per Table A.2 of Appendix A 
 
2! / 3! / 4!x x x x x x x x x xA=f , B =f / , C=f , D=f ;  
 
all of which are evaluated at x = 0. Here  denotesx xf
2 2/f x∂ ∂ ,  denotesxxxf 3 / 3x∂ ∂f  , etc. 
Since (0, )f , A,B,µ  etc. are all functions of µ alone, we expand them further as Taylor 
series about µ = η as follow: 
 
2
1 2(0, ) ....
 f   = f fk kµ χ ε ε+ +  
 
2
0 1 2 ....






i ii µ η
µ
µ =







i ii µ ηµ =
⎡ ⎤∂⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
 
 
We expand  as, , whereΘ 2 30 1 2 3 ...ε ε εΘ=Θ + Θ + Θ + Θ + /i iθΘ =∂ ∂ . Now, we 
substitute the expansions for x, Θ and f in Eq. (5.3), equate the coefficients of iε  from 
both sides to get equations describing the system motion in different orders to find the 
periodic motion that characterizes the Hopf point. Given a k value, i.e. the perturbation 
order, we seek coefficients of εi for i =1 to k+1 as Stuart-Landau equation appears in the 
(k+1)th order. Stuart-Landau equation is the one where slowly varying time scale equal to 
the perturbation order k gets manifested in the solvability conditions of the perturbation 
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equations. This equation gives the dynamics of amplitude of the periodic solution 
emanating from the Hopf point. We discuss in detail on the Stuart-Landau Equation in 
the next section.  
 
5.2.3 Stuart-Landau (SL) Equation 
As mentioned in the previous section, Stuart-Landau (SL) equation not only 
defines the dynamics of amplitude of the periodic motion, but also can give us very 
important qualitative information like the type of Hopf point, whether supercritical or 
subcritical, and stability of the periodic branch emanating from the Hopf point. To obtain 
Stuart-Landau equation, we start with proposing a general 2π-periodic solution form for 
x1 which when substituted in the coefficient equation of 1ε gives us the harmonics that 
are to be present in the solution form of x2. With this information, we can propose a 
general solution form for x2. This procedure is continued until the slowly varying time 
scale, equal to the perturbation order k of key parameter µ, appears in the coefficient 
equation of 1kε + , which is the SL equation. Simultaneously, we apply the solvability 
condition (Kuramoto, 1984) or Fredholm alternative (Iooss and Joseph, 1989) to the 
inhomogeneous terms of those coefficient equations, to find the necessary conditions that 
are needed to solve them. Using SL equation, we solve for the dynamics of the amplitude 
to get the magnitude of amplitude, direction of the Hopf bifurcation and stability of the 
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5.2.4 Solvability Condition 
We refer to Kuramoto (1984) for the solvability condition. For a given perturbation order 
k, the general coefficient equation of ε i  that comes out of perturbation equations is 
written as follows: 
 
0 0( )A x hi kΘ − = ,i
e
.                                                            (5.6) 
 
 







0U .h i tk i e dt
π ω ω− =∫                                                                    (5.7) 
 
 
Based on the structure of the Eq. (5.6), it is identified that  is 2π-periodic in , so 




, ,( ) ( )h h
i m tm





= ∑  .   




0 , ( ) 0U .h
m




5.2.5 Reductive Perturbation Method 
In this section, we demonstrate the Reductive Perturbation Method, for two 
cases of perturbation orders namely, k=1 and k=4. We follow the procedure laid out in the 
sections 5.4 and 5.5 to show what the different k values have to predict. With case k=2 
already been done in Inamdar and Karimi (2002), we chose k=1 for its simplicity and k=4 
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for it gives a different qualitative information on the amplitude of periodic orbit 
emanating from the Hopf point. We will tabulate the results for various k values viz. 1, 2, 
3, 5 & 6, in the next section and make some useful conclusions.  
 
5.2.6 Perturbation Order k=1 
The coefficient equations, until 1kε +  i.e. 2ε , are as follows: 
 
1
0 0 1: ( )A x f1ε χΘ − =                                                                             (5.9a) 
 
2 2
0 0 2 0 1 2 1 1 1: ( )A x B x f x A xε Θ − = + −Θ + 1χ                                (5.9b) 
Here,  1,1 1h fχ=  and . 21,2 0 1 2 1 1 1 1h = B x +f x +  A xχ−Θ
We propose a general solution form for x1 as follows: 
0 0 01 0( ) W U W U
i t i tt e eω ω 1χ−= + +x v ,                                          (5.10) 
where (n x 1) is a vector, 0U W W( , 1)= ≥i iθ is a complex field. 0U  and W are their 
complex conjugates, respectively. Here, v1 is a scalar. Substituting Eq. (5.10) in           
Eq. (5.9a), we get the following defining equation for , which is called as eigenvalue 
equation. 
0U
0 0 0 0U Uiω=A .                                                                   (5.11) 
 
The equation for v becomes, . Thus,  is the right eigen vector of  and 
we define  as the left eigen vector of  such that  and
1
1 0 .v A




0 0 0 0U . Uiω=A *0 0U U 1= . For 
a nonzero , we must have,  0U
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0 0det[ ] 0A Iω− =i                                                                              (5.12) 
 
The general eigenvalue equation for is given by, 0A
0det[ ] 0A Iλ− =i  
where λ  is the eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix  and I is the (n x n) identity matrix. 
This equation can be used to ensure that, at a critical point, the eigenvalues other than 
have negative real parts. Applying the solvability condition Eq. (5.8) to h
0A
i 1,1, we get 
zero and hence the solvability is satisfied for Eq. (5.9a). Substituting for x1 in h1,2 and 
applying solvability condition Eq. (5.8), we get the Stuart-Landau equation for k=1,  
 
2W  λ WΘ = 1χ ,                                                                                                          (5.13) 
*
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0U [ (U U ) U ]λ = + +B v v A                                                                 (5.14) 




χ ε∂ =∂ .  
By letting  and a stable solution for1λ =σ + ω1 i 1 W = R e




χσ ε=   , 
which has a trivial solution for the amplitude, 
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R = 0                                              (5.15) 
Thus, the case of k = 1 predicts the presence of only the stationary steady state solution at 
the Hopf point. However, we seek higher order perturbation to predict the oscillatory 
steady state solution i.e. a non-trial value for R.   
 
5.2.7 Perturbation Order k = 4 
The coefficient equations, until 5ε , are as follows: 
1
0 0 1: ( ) 0A xε Θ − =                                                                            (5.16a) 
2 2
0 0 2 0 1 1: ( )A x B x xε Θ − = −Θ 1
1
                  (5.16b) 
3 3
0 0 3 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 2: ( )A x C x B x x x xε Θ − = + −Θ −Θ                 (5.16c) 
4 2 2
4 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 3
0 0 4
1 3 2 2 3 1 1
: ( )
D x C x x B x B x x
A x
x x x f
ε χ
⎫+ + + ⎪Θ − = ⎬−Θ −Θ −Θ + ⎪⎭
                          (5.16d) 
5 3 2 2
5 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 2 3
0 0 5
0 1 4 1 4 2 3 3 2 4 1 1 1
: ( )
E x D x x C x x C x x B x x
A x
B x x x x x x A x
ε χ
⎫+ + + + ⎪Θ − = ⎬+ −Θ −Θ −Θ −Θ + ⎪⎭
               (5.16e) 
Here, h4,i (i=1 to 5) are the right hand sides of equations 5.16 a-e, respectively. Following 
the same procedure as in section 5.6.1 for case k=1, we assume the solution form of x1 
given by Eq. (5.10). Substituting Eq. (5.10) in Eq. (5.16a), we get the same defining 
equation i.e., the Eigenvalue equation, for 0U  
 
0 0 0 0U Uiω=A .                                                                   (5.11) 
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However, v1 now becomes 0. The definitions of all the symbols remain same. Applying 
the solvability condition Eq. (5.8) to h4,1, we get zero and hence the solvability is satisfied 
for Eq. (5.16a). Substituting for x1 in the coefficient equation of ε2, we will know the 
harmonics that are to be present in the equation for x2. This leads us to the following 
general solution form for x2. 
0 0
2 22 22
2 + 0( ) V2 W V2 W V2 W
i t i tt e eω ω 2χ−−= +x ++ v                            (5.17) 
where V2+, V20 are n-dimensional column vectors and V2− is the complex conjugate of 
V2+ and v2 is a scalar. Substituting the equation for x2 in 16b will give the expressions to 
find V2+,  and V2V2− 0 as follows: 
 
-1
0 0 0 0 0V2 [ 2 ] U Uiω− −+ = A   I  B  
-1
0 00 0 0 0 0V2 (U U U U )= -A  B +  
Here again, the scalar v2 is zero. With this form for x2, the solvability condition is 
automatically satisfied. Applying the solvability condition to h4,3, we get a transient 
dynamics for the amplitude W and its conjugate W  in the slow time scale as follows: 2Θ
 
*
00 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
U W W[ (U V2 V2 U ) (U V2 V2 U
W
(U U U U U U ]
⎫0 ⎪Θ ⎬⎪⎭
2
+ +B + +B + ) =
C U + U +U
 +
              (5.18a) 
*
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
U W W[ (U V2 V2 ) (U V2 V2 U )
W
(U U U U U U U U U )]
− − ⎫⎪Θ ⎬⎪⎭




           (5.18b) 
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Eqs 5.18a and 5.18b are the intermediate results obtained due to solvability condition 
which will be used in further steps. We now use the Eq. 5.16c to find the harmonics in x3 





3 ( ) T3 W T3 W
i t i tt e eω ω 3χ−−= ++x + v
0
                                         (5.19) 
where, T3+ is a n-dimensional column vectors and v3 is a scalar. Substituting for x3 in the 
Eq. (5.16c), we get,  
 
-1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0T3 [ 3 ] [ (V2 U U V2 ) U U U ]iω +− − + ++ 0 += A   I  B C  
Scalar v3 is zero. Applying the solvability condition to h4,4 and using the Eqs 5.18a and 
5.18b indicate that the slow time scale 3Θ  is absent in W i.e.  and 3Θ W = 0 3Θ W = 0 . 




4 24 4 24 2
4 2 42
0 4
M4 W M4 W M2 W W
( )
M2 W M4 W











⎫0ω +⎪= ⎬⎪+ ⎭
+ ++ +x
+ v
               (5.20) 
 
where, M4+, M2+, and M40 are n-dimensional column vectors and v4 is a scalar. 
Substituting for x4 in the Eq.(5.16d), we get,  
 
-1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M4 [ 4 ] [ (V2 V2 T3 U U T3 ) (V2 U U
U V2 U U U V2 ) U U U U ]
iω− −
+
+ + + + +
+ +
= A   I  B + + +C
          + + D
0+  
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0 0+ 0 0 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 + 0 + + 0 + 0 0 + + 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M2 = -[A -2 iω  I ]  [B (T3 U + U T3 )+C ( V2 U U + U V2 U +U U V2
+U U V2 + U U V2 + U V2 U + V2 U U + U V2 U + V2 U U )




0 0 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M4 = -A  [B ( V2 V2 + V2 V2 +V2 V2 )+C ( V2 U U + U V2 U +U U V2
+V2 U U + U V2 U +U U V2 +U U V2 + U U V2 + U V2 U
+ V2 U U + U V2 U + V2 U U ) +D (U U U U +U U U U
+U U U U U U U U +U U U U +U U U U )]






M4-, M2- are the complex conjugates of M4+, M2+.  
Scalar v4 is given by                     (5.21) 14 0 .
−=−v A .f
Now, applying the solvability condition to h4,5, we get the Stuart-Landau equation 
showing the dynamics of amplitude in the slow time scale of order k = 4 i.e.  4 .Θ
 
4
4 1W = p W W + λ WχΘ , where                                                     (5.22) 
*
0 00 0 + + 0 0 0 0 + +
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 + 0 +
00 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0
0 0 0 0 00 + + 0 + 0 0 + 0 +
+
p = U  [ (T3 V2 +V2 T3 +M4 U +U M4 +M2 U +U M2 )
+ (V2 V2 U +V2 V2 U +V2 U V2 +U V2 V2 +V2 U V2
+ U V2 V2 +V2 V2 U +V2 U V2 +U V2 V2 + V2 V2 U
+ V2 V2 U + V2 U V2  +U  V2 V2  + V2  U V2 + U V2 V2
+T3
− −




0 0 0 0 0 0+ + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0
0 0
U U +U  T3 U +U U T3 )+ (V2 U U U +U V2 U U
+U U V2 U +U U U V2 +U U V2 U +U U U V2 +U V2 U U
+U V2 U U +U U V2 U +U U U V2 +V2 U U U +V2 U U U






0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 + + 0 + 0 0 + 0 +
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+ 0 + 0 + 0 0 + 0 +
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0
U V2 +U V2 U U +U V2 U U +U U V2 U +U U U V2
+V2 U U U +V2 U U U +V2 U U U +U U U V2 +U U V2 U
+U V2 U U )+ (U U U U U +U U U U U +U U U U U
+U U U U U +U U U U U +U U U U U +U U U U U
+U U U U U +U
E
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0U U U U +U U U U U )           (5.23) 
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*
1 0 0 0 4 4 0 1 0λ = U [ (U + U )+ U ]B v v A                     (5.24) 
Eq. (5.24) is similar to the Eq. (5.14) in case k = 1, except that v1 is replaced with v5.








λ =σ + ωi 1 2p = p + pi
.                                           (5.25) 
By letting ,  and a stable solution for , we get,  1 1 1
ω tW =  eiR
4 5 4
1 1
d = p ε + χ σ ε  
dt
R R R  










                                                                                                      (5.26) 
1 1 1 2= ( σ p / p )ω χ ω −                (5.27) 
Thus, the case k = 4 predicts the presence of an oscillatory steady state solution at the 
Hopf point. In the Eq. (5.26), the sign of  determines the sign of χ, for a positive 
real R value, which in turn determines if the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical or 
supercritical. The sign of p
1σ / p1
1 determines if the small amplitude oscillatory solution 
emerging at the Hopf point is stable (-ve p1) or unstable (+ve p1).  
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5.2.8 Perturbation Order k = 5 & 6 
In same manner as outlined above, we can carry out the perturbation analysis for 
k=5 and k=6. The solution forms for x5 and x6 along with the vector equations that will 
appear in the higher order perturbation analysis are given in Appendix C. For a given k, it 
can be emphasized that the coefficient of χ that appear in the equations for xi (for any 
integer i), is given by , when i is equal to the k while other v s that appear in 





5.2.9 Analytical Results 
Table 5.1: The solution set for the amplitude R due to various perturbation orders 









from the SL 
equation 
Solution set for the amplitude R 
1 1σ Rχ  1χω  0 







3 1σ Rχ  1χω  0 






χ χ± − ± −  
5 1σ Rχ  1χω  0 
6 71 1σ pR Rχ +  61 2+p Rχω  5 / 61 16 6 6
1 1
σ σ






χ χ χ± ± − ± −  
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Table 5.1 shows the RPM results for various perturbation orders up to k =6. The results 
indicate that the generalized amplitude equation for a given order k will be,  
 
1σ   
kdR R
dt
χ ε= , for odd k             (5.28) 
1
1 1p  σ  
k k kdR R R
dt
ε χ ε+= + , for even k        (5.29) 
In the above equations,  remains the same for all orders of k since the expression for λ1σ 1 
remains the same. But the expression for p varies for each k and hence p1 will also be 
different for different k. Also, only trivial solution for the amplitude R is possible for odd 
k i.e. only the stationary steady state (R=0) at the Hopf point is predicted by odd k. 
However, even k also predicts non-trivial solution for the amplitude R apart from the 
trivial solution. Numerical computations for a nonlinear biochemical system (in the next 
section) indicate that only one of the all possible solutions of R, for a given even k, is real 
positive. However, the real positive R predicted by different even k values are different 
and it is not immediately evident as to what that suggests. We explain the same in the 
later section after the demonstration of numerical results for the example.  
 
5.2.10 Example Case 
In this section, we revisit the biochemical system (Ajbar and Ibrahim, 1997) in 
which we already characterized the static bifurcation points in Chapter 3. This example 
case has been analyzed using AUTO and was reported to have Hopf bifurcation, 
secondary Hopf bifurcations like period doubling, Torus, turning point in the periodic 
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solution at various parameter points mainly with respect to the feed substrate 
concentration Sf. Our purpose here is twofold.  
1. To characterize the Hopf point points that are present in the system for various 
parameter values (different Sf)  
2. To show the difference between various perturbation orders in terms of its 
qualitative predictions.  










 -  -










KdS SS S X
dt Y K X S K S
dX XK SX W X X
dt K X K XS K S
dX XKX W X X
dt K X K X
µθ θ α
θ θ µ α
θ θ µ
= + + +
⎛ ⎞= + ⎜ ⎟+ ++ +⎝ ⎠
= + + +
 
Consider the bifurcation diagram at Sf=350 as it contains a special type of Hopf 
bifurcation called as subcritical Hopf point where unstable periodic branches emanate.  
 
Fig 5.2 Bifurcation diagram extracted from Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) 
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5.2.12 Qualitative Predictions At The Hopf Point  
Table 5.2 shows that different k values predict different R values. The question 
here is if there are multiple limit cycles around the same static steady state at a given 
parameter value. However, extensive dynamic simulations even with close enough initial 
conditions show that there are no multiple limit cycles.  We conclude that each k would 
be trying to predict the same qualitative information and only differ in their consistency 
and accuracy. 
Table 5.2: Numerical predictions of the amplitude (R) values, type and stability of 
the Hopf point using RPM for various perturbation orders. 
 










Amp.    
R 














Sup -1, SS 175.50
+1,  
Sup -1, SS 79.11
+1,  
Sup -1, SS 65.50240 
RHP 
-1,  
Sup -1, SS 62.40
-1,  
Sup -1, SS 45.12
+1, 







Sup* -1, SS 155.20
-1, 
 Sub  +1, USS 222.77350 
RHP 
-1,  
Sup -1, SS 55.58
-1, 
 Sup -1, SS 35.53
+1,  
Sub*  +1, USS 18.43
LHP 
+1,  
Sup -1, SS 935.82
+1,  
Sup -1, SS 230.88
-1,  
Sub*  +1, US 185.09500 
RHP 
-1, 
 Sup -1, SS 45.44
-1,  
Sup -1, SS 18.49
+1,  
Sub*  +1, USS 18.46
LHP 
+1, 
 Sup -1, SS 535.70
+1,  
Sup -1, SS 285.06
-1,  
Sub*




Sup -1, SS 31.80
-1, 
 Sup -1, SS 12.11
-1,  
Sup -1, S 8.53
 
The term “Sup” indicates Supercritical Hopf bifurcation and “Sub” indicates subcritical 
Hopf bifurcation. LHP: Left Hopf Point, RHP: Right Hopf Point, SS: Stable Steady state, 
USS: Unstable Steady state. Dir: Direction, Amp: Amplitude 
# Sf is the feed substrate concentration in mg/L 
*The predictions that are highlighted in bold are to show that they are inconsistent with 
the numerical results reported in the literature.  
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In this light, Table 5.2 indicates that the qualitative information predicted by the 
perturbation order k=2 is fully in tune with the numerical results reported in the literature 
(Ajbar et al.., 1997) and is the most accurate. However, as the k value increases (in even 
orders), we find that the inconsistency in the predictions increase. This is due to the fact 
that we can write the solution vector to the ODE system as follows. 
 
1=  εx x  
Since kµ η ε= + , we have,  1/ ( ) kε µ η= −
This indicates that the perturbation parameter ε is nonlinearly dependent on the 
perturbation order k and for a given distance slightly away from the critical point η, the 
value of ε is the smallest for k = 2, since ε is less than unity. For example, if µ - η is 
.0001, then ε would be .01, .1, .215 for k=2, 4, 6 respectively. The parameter ε increases 
if k increases. Thus the numerical results for k=2 would be the most accurate and also that 
the expressions we find for higher order k values are just mathematical artifacts.  
Through a systematic Reductive Perturbation method for the perturbation order 
two, we show that Hopf point of a multi-equation ODE system can be characterized 
thoroughly using the perturbation order two and without primarily resorting to numerical 
methods. Also, the numerical computations of the RPM constants consistently predict 
what has been reported in the literature for the biochemical example, where the primary 





Systematic Procedure For Global Bifurcation Diagram 
 
6.1 Objective  
In this chapter, our objective is to develop an algorithm, based on the principles of 
optimization and bifurcation theory, which would use the local analysis of all the 
bifurcation points, in a parameter space, to identify how various static steady state 
branches that emanate from the bifurcation points will connect to each other and 
construct a global bifurcation diagram, for any given system, without essentially going 
through any numerical curve tracing.  
 
6.2 First Step-Local Characterization Of Bifurcation Points 
As a first step towards the above goal, we can characterize the static bifurcation 
points using RPM scheme of Karimi and Inamdar (2002) and the dynamic bifurcation 
point using RPM scheme of Inamdar and Karimi (2002). Since all these results are local 
in nature, we do not know how the various solution braches are going to connect to each 
other in the global parameter space. Thus there is a real need for a comprehensive method 
which can combine these local results in a way that we can construct a global bifurcation 
diagram. Though the global bifurcation diagram generated here may not be quantitatively 
accurate, it can certainly serve as a guideline before analyzing the system using fully 
numerical based curve tracing techniques. In this section, as a first step towards the goal, 
we devise a program which can do the following: 
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Given a nonlinear system, fixed parameter values and a range for the bifurcation 
parameter, search for the bifurcation points, static as well as the Hopf points, fully 
characterize each local bifurcation point using the RPM results.  
 
6.2.1 Example 1: Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) 
 To show the use of the above Mathematica routine and also the algorithm for 
global bifurcation diagram to be developed in this chapter, we use the same biochemical 
example as explained in the section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3. The bifurcation diagram has been 




Fig. 6.1 Bifurcation diagram from Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) 
 
We have four critical points here in the above bifurcation diagram viz. LP1, LP2, HB1 
and HB2. Using the programs in Appendices D.1 and D.2, we automatically characterize 
the above bifurcation points using RPM results as follows: 
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LP1: Right turning point with two branches on the right side, upper one unstable and 
lower one stable.  
LP2: left turning point with two branches on the left side, upper one stable and lower 
one unstable. 
HB1: Subcritical Hopf point with one unstable periodic solution, one stable static 
branch on the left side and one unstable static branch on the right side.  
HB2: Supercritical Hopf point with one stable periodic solution, one unstable static 
branch on the left side and one stable static branch on the right side.  
 
6.3. Second Step-Optimization Problem 
 Having found out the number of bifurcation points with each one being 
characterized; we are on to the real problem of constructing a global bifurcation diagram 
combining the local results. Here, our objective is as follows: 
 Given the number of bifurcation points, the number of branches emanating from 
each point, direction and stability of each branch, we need to develop an algorithm, 
underlined by the principles of optimization as well as the bifurcation theory, which can 
guide us on the way these branches need to be connected in the bifurcation diagram such 
that they produce a minimum number of curves in the given global parameter space. 
Thus, there has to be a maximum continuity among the branches. This means that the 
number of connections between them has to be maximum in order for the continuity to be 
maximum and the number of curves to be minimum.   
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6.4 Formulation  
In this section, let us formulate the above problem in terms of optimization so that 
the resulting algorithm can be solved using the GAMS software.  
 
6.4.1 Objective Function 
Given the total number of branch points, each one being characterized with the following  
• Number of branches that emanate from each branch point 
• Type of the branch point viz. static branch points like turning point, double point, 
pitchfork point etc. or a dynamic bifurcation point like Hopf point 
• The direction of each branch with respect to the branch point (left or right) 
• The stability of each branch 
We maximize the number of connections between them such that they are as much 
continuous as possible which would also minimize the number of individual curves in a 
global parameter space under certain constraints. 
 
We define {1 if branch  connects with branch 0 otherwisejj j jX ′ ′=  j  j 
 
We now maximize the possible established connections such that there is a maximum 







   
Subject to the constraints in section 6.4.3. 
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6.4.2 Definition Of Variables, Indices And Parameters 
Now, let us define the variables, indices and the parameters which would be used 
in the formulation.  
6.4.2.1 Horizontal Indexing Of Branch Point 
Let the total number of branch points be m. We index branch points (i) with the 
respect to the value of the bifurcation parameter  from left to right. The branch point 
with the lowest  gets i=1 i.e. the left most is one.  
6.4.2.2 Vertical Indexing Of Branch Point 
Now each branch point is also indexed as k with respect to its vertical position 
with the bottom most one being k=1 and sequenced upwards. 
6.4.2.3 Indexing Of Branches 
  Let the total number of branches be n. We can index the branches (j) in any which 
way. However, for convenience we observe the following guideline. 
• Left side branches are indexed first compared to the right side ones.  
• Among the left side branches, upper ones are indexed first compared to the lower 
ones.  
• The upper most branch of leftmost branch point will be the first branch and the 
lowermost branch of rightmost branch point will be the last branch.  
6.4.2.4 Characterization Of Each Branch With Various Sets 
Now each branch will belong to one or the other of the following sets, which also 
characterize the branch in all possible ways.  
a) JI which is set of all j from the same branch point i 
b) JK which is set of all j from the same branch point k 
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c) JL which is set of all j on the left side of the branch point i 
d) JR which is set of all j on the right side of the branch point i 
e) JS which is set of all j that are stable 
f) JU which is set of all j that are unstable 
g) JH which is set of all j that are from Hopf point 
h) JT which is set of all j that are from static point 
i) JPF which is set of all j that are from a pitchfork point 
j) JUP which is set of all j that are on the upper side of branch point, here the middle 
branches of the pitchfork point and the two static branches (both left and right) of an 
Hopf point  will be characterized as upper branches 
k) JLO, which is set of all j, that is on the lower side of the branch point.  
 
6.4.2.5 Illustration Of The Characterization Of Bifurcation Points 
 
Fig.6.2: Illustration of the characterization of bifurcation points using the indexing procedure outlined in 









HB2: i 3, k3
LP1: i 2, k 1
HB1: i 1, k 4
LP2: i 4, k 2
j5
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Referring to the above figure, we can infer the following,  
Branch points in horizontal orientation: i1, i2, i3, i4.  
Branch points in vertical orientation: k1, k2, k3, k4.  
Branches: j1, j2, j3, j4, j5, j6, j7, j8  
Characterization of each branch as follows: 
j1, is from Hopf point, stable, left and upper branch 
j2, is from Hopf point, unstable, right and upper branch 
j3, is from turning point, unstable, right and upper branch 
j4, is from turning point, stable, right and lower branch 
j5, is from Hopf point, unstable, left and upper branch 
j6, is from Hopf point, stable, left and upper branch 
j7, is from turning point, stable, left and upper branch 
j8, is from turning point, unstable, left and lower branch 
 
6.4.3 Constraints 
Now, we take two different branches j and j′  at a time and establish if there can be a 
connection between them or not, subject to the following constraints which were 
developed based on the principles of bifurcation theory. 
1. There can be no connection between the branches emanating from the same branch 
point 
  0 , ( )jjX j j if j j JI i′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈     
2. There can be no connection between the branches which are in the same direction 
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Right   0 ,jjX j j if j j JR′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈  
 Left     0 ,jjX j j if j j JL′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈  
3. There can be no connection between two branches having different stability 
0jjX j j if j JS and j JU′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈  
 0jjX j j if j JU and j JS′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈  
4. The two unstable branches emanating from the Hopf point will connect to each other. 
However there can be a scenario where two pairs of Hopf points are present, but we 
believe that there are other constraints pertaining to the relative position of the branch 
point from which the branches emanate which will keep this problem. 
 1jjX j j if j JU and j JH′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈  
5. There can be no connection between a right side branch of higher i to the left side 
branch of lower i. This is because if they were to connect each branch will have to 
turn around which would mean that there is another branch point which each branch 
will have to go through. This also means that this branch essentially connects to 
another branch before turning around. Hence, this constraint can avoid certain 
feasible connections that are not possible. 
0 , ( ), , ( )jjX j j if j JL j JI i j JR j JI i i i′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∀ >  
6. A branch can connect to utmost one branch among all the other branches or make no 








≤ ∀  
7. There can be no connection between the upper branch from a branch point of higher k 
and the lower branch from a branch point of lower k. This avoids the possibilities of 
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two branches crossing in the same state variable versus parameter space without 
essentially going through a branch point. 
0 , ( ), , ( )jjX j j if j JLO j JK k j JUP j JK k k k′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∀ >  
8. In a special case of pitchfork, there are three branches on one side with two of them 
having the same characteristics like stability and the direction. Here, there is a 
possibility that an opposite branch can connect to either of them with equal 
probability, particularly if the pitchfork point is higher than the branch point of the 
other branch with which it tries to establish a connection. This can be avoided with 
the following constraint where the upper branch of the pitchfork point from a branch 
of higher k cannot establish connection with the lower branch of a branch point of 
lower k.  
0 , , ( ), , ( )
′
′ ′ ′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∀ >jjX j j if j JPF j JLO j JK k j JUP j JK k k k
 
9. The connection between j and j’ is the same as the connection between j’ and j.  
jj j jX X j j′ ′ ′= ∀ ≠  
 
6.4.4 Results and Discussion 
Having defined the optimization problem and the related definitions, let us take 
three examples each one of which is different in one way or the other. While, Example 1 
has Hopf points, Example 2 shows crossing of two branches without actually having 
branch points. However, this crossing is not an actual crossing as the two branches are 
separated in another state variable. Example 3, though simple, has an isolated closed 
bifurcation diagram. We solve the above problems using GAMS software and show that 
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our prediction matches with that of the global bifurcation diagram generated by a fully 
numerical technique.  
Example 1: Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) 
There are 4 branch points and 8 branches with the following characteristics (Fig.6.1) 
























HB1 1 4 1 Hopf S L UP 
  
1 4 2 Hopf U R UP 
LP1 2 1 3 turning U R UP 
  2 1 4 turning S R LO 
HB2 3 3 5 Hopf S L UP 
  
3 3 6 Hopf U R UP 
LP2 4 2 7 turning S L UP 
  4 2 8 turning U L UP 
S: Stable, U: Unstable, L: Left, R: Right, UP: Upper, LO: Lower 
There are three established connections: X25 = X52 =1; X67 = X76 =1; X38 = X83 =1 
Example 2: Karimi and Inamdar (2002) 
 
Fig. 6.3 Bifurcation diagram from example 2 
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There are four bifurcation points and 12 branches which are characterized in Table 6.2.  
























A 1 1 1 DP S L UP 
 
1 1 2 DP U L LO 
 
1 1 3 DP S R UP 
  
1 1 4 DP U R LO 
C 2 3 5 PF S L UP 
  
2 3 6 PF U R UP 
 
2 3 7 PF S R UP 
 
2 3 8 PF U R LO 
B 3 2 9 TP U L UP 
  3 2 10 TP S L LO 
D 4 4 11 TP U R UP 
  
4 4 12 TP S R LO 
DP: Double point, TP: Turning point, PF: Pitchfork point. 
There are two established connections: X3, 10 = X10,3 =1; X89 = X98 =1;  
Example 3: Inamdar and Karimi (2001) 
 
Fig. 6.4 Bifurcation diagram from Inamdar and Karimi (2001) 
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There are two bifurcation points and 4 branches which are characterized in Table 6.3.  

























point  1 2 1 TP S R UP 
 
1 2 2 TP U R LO 
Right side 
point  2 1 5 TP S L UP 
  
2 1 6 TP U L LO 
DP: Double point, TP: Turning point, PF: Pitchfork point. 
Total number of connections: Two 
Established connections: X1,3 = X3,1 =1; X24 = X42 =1;  
 
6.5 Conclusions 
From the above examples from three different examples, we showed that our 
algorithm is very powerful in predicting the global bifurcation diagram from the given 
local information. Though the objective function still needs a proof, we believe that the 
algorithm works for problems of various complex bifurcations as can be seen above. This 
algorithm eliminates the real need for fully numerical branch tracing during the 
preliminary understanding of the system and in fact can act as a guideline for a thorough 










In this chapter, our goal is to start with a preliminary numerical analysis of the 
bifurcation of T-periodic solution in an effort to derive analytical conditions using RPM 
framework 
 
7.2 Bifurcation Of T-Periodic Solution 
Biochemical systems are well known for their penchant for oscillatory steady 
state solutions which comes into existence through the Hopf point. These T-periodic 
solutions are further known to undergo secondary bifurcations eventually leading to 
chaos in many cases. In secondary bifurcation, the T-periodic solution may exchange 
stability with another T-periodic solution at a turning point, may undergo Period 
Doubling (PD) to result in a 2T-periodic solution or may lose its stability to produce a 
bunch of subharmonic solutions in two or higher dimensions called as Torus. The period 
doubling or tori are known to be routes to chaos (Seydel, 1994). 
 
7.3 Routes To Chaos  
At turning point, where one unstable periodic solution and a stable periodic 
solution come into contact, merges and vanishes beyond that specific parameter point. 
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This happens when there is a subcritical Hopf bifurcation where there is birth of unstable 
T-periodic solution at Hopf point.  
At Period-doubling bifurcation point the T-periodic solution loses stability 
through the doubling of its period. The period of new periodic solution will be almost 
double. This period of the oscillations would further increase as the bifurcation parameter 
is varied, however, gradually after the first PD. There is a possibility that these 
oscillations would further undergo a series of period doublings to result in chaos. 
However, there is also a possibility that the system would return to a stable T-periodic 
oscillation.  
At Torus bifurcation point, the T-periodic solution loses stability to subharmonic 
oscillations of multiple amplitudes. The possibility here is that the system would go 
through a maximum of one more Torus bifurcation and lead to chaos instead of system 
returning to stable T-periodic oscillations.  
The PD and Torus bifurcations are mainly known for their tendency to lead the 
system from a stable oscillatory steady state to chaos in an orderly manner. Though chaos 
itself is a highly irregular proposition of the system dynamics, it still happens through a 
series of well known bifurcations (Seydel, 1988).   
 
7.4 Floquet Theory 
 Unlike static bifurcation, in case of a dynamic bifurcation, since the system has an 
oscillatory steady state, the Jacobian will be time dependent and hence another matrix 
called as Monodromy matrix, which is a function of Jacobian, defines the stability of the 
periodic solution. The Eigenvalues of the Monodromy matrix called as Floquet 
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multipliers define what kind of secondary bifurcation that can happen. For a stable 
periodic solution, all the Floquet multipliers (FM) have to be within unit circle and one of 
them is always 1. In the rest of the FM, if any of the FM leaves the unit circle, the 
periodic solution becomes unstable. If one of the FM crosses -1, it indicates Period 
doubling, crossing +1 indicates turning point. If a pair of FM becomes pure imaginary 
eigenvalues, then Torus would occur. To find out the Monodromy matrix, we have to 
solve the following initial value problem. 
 
' ( ) ( ) ( ),t J t tΦ = Φ         (0) 1Φ =  
 
 
where, ( )TΦ  is the Monodromy matrix, T is the period of the oscillation and J(t) is the 
Jacobian matrix.  
 
7.5 Biochemical Example 
Again, we consider the Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) which is known to exhibit 
various secondary bifurcation phenomena viz. PD, Torus etc., as shown in the bifurcation 
diagrams extracted from that work. The authors have reported the presence of Torus and 
the first PD. In an effort to understand all the secondary bifurcations that happen in the 
above system, we made a dynamic simulation search over the entire parameter range of 
dimensionless residence time, which is the bifurcation parameter for a given value of 
another parameter called as secondary parameter. Here, the feed substrate concentration 
Sf is the secondary parameter. We have further found the branch points as shown in Table 
7.1. 
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Fig 7.1: Bifurcation diagram extracted from Ajbar and Ibrahim(1997) showing Period Doubling Bifurcation 
 
Fig 7.2: Bifurcation diagram extracted from Ajbar and Ibrahim (1997) showing Torus Bifurcation 
 
7.6 Sequence Of Period Doublings Leading To Chaos: 
 Table 7.1 gives the list of  values for a given Sf at which various primary (Hopf) 
and secondary bifurcations occur. The variation of  is from left to right. For example, for 
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Sf = 650, moving from left to right, Hopf1 is the first bifurcation point (Hopf point) 
which occurs at  = 1.79117. This is followed by Torus bifurcation (Torus left) at  = 
1.79145 where T-periodic solution loses the stability. Again, the T-periodic solution 
gains its stability through another Torus bifurcation (Torus right) at  = 1.8354. Similarly, 
if we move from the right to left, first Hopf point (Hopf 2) occurs at  = 2.62418 which is 
followed by first PD at  = 2.61874 and second PD at  = 2.6182 which consequently 
leads to chaos.  
Table 7.1: Bifurcation parameter values at which Torus and Period Doubling bifurcations 
occur for various secondary parameter values 
 
Sf Hopf 1 Torus left  Torus right PD2 right  PD1 right  Hopf 2 
700 1.79117 1.79145 1.8354 2.6182 2.61874 2.62418 
650 1.76345 1.76845 1.80145 2.55914 2.55975 2.5657 
 
 
The following two dimensional state variable plane diagram for Sf = 650 show the series 
of PD leading to chaos.  
7.6.1 First Period Doubling:  = 2.559735 
 
 






Fig.7.3: Start of First Period Doubling. Initial Condition: {S=31.5343,Xs=456.13,Xa= 3663.19} 
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Fig.7.4: Start of Second Period Doubling. Initial Condition: {S = 23.6709,Xs = 465.369, Xa = 3667.84} 
 
 
7.6.3 Third Period Doubling: (roughly 8T): : 2.55905 
 
 









Fig.7.5: Start of Third Period Doubling. Initial Condition: {S=19.1354, Xs=453.835, Xa=3668.38} 
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7.6.4 Start of Chaos:  = 2.55903 
Here different Initial condition gives different attractors. Thus, the start of chaos 
is more obvious from the sensitivity of the steady state to the initial condition.  
 
 













The above conditions have been listed in the Table 7.2 for further analysis.  
 
Table7.2: Initial conditions for first, second third period doublings and the start of chaos 
Parameter value (  ) 1:m Initial condition {S, Xs, Xa} 
2.5657 Hopf point Any initial condition except the one 
very close to the static steady state 
2.55975 1:2T {31.5343, 456.13, 3663.19} 
2.55914 1:4T {23.6709, 465.369, 3667.84} 
2.55905 1:8T {19.1354,453.835,3668.38} 
2.55903 Start of Chaos {31.2096, 459.733, 3662.16} 
                                                                                                                   
We can thus summarize the various secondary bifurcations in the following schematic 
way along the residence time, while the arrows indicate the direction of the parameter . 
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Hopf bifurcation1 T-periodic solution Torus leftTorus right   Chaos  Third 
PD  Second PD First PD  T-periodic solution  Hopf bifurcation 2      
 
7.7 Approximation to the periodic steady state 
 
 In order to analyze the system for the occurrence of secondary bifurcation, we 
need a good approximation to the T-periodic solution close to this parameter point. 
Literature is rife with various methodologies for the same. However, among the 
analytical methods, harmonic balance method (Rand, 1988) and method of multiple 
scales (Belhaq and houssni, 1995) are widely employed. To start with, we developed our 
own Mathematica routine, which would find the period of the oscillatory solution and 
approximate the periodic solution to a trigonometric fit (Appendix F) and is much similar 
to that of harmonic balance method as below. 
0
( ) ( [ ] [ ])n n
n
t a Cos nt b Sin nt
∞
=
= +X  
where X is the vector of state variables, an and bn are the coefficients of nth harmonics. In 
this routine, we can fix the number of harmonics which we want to include. Also, this 
routine gives the floquet multipliers at a given parameter point using the above periodic 
solution. These FM will determine the stability of the periodic solution. Though we have 
observed new secondary bifurcations like second and third period doublings, our 
numerical efforts have not fully yielded the results for a thorough analysis. We have not 
been much successful yet here. However, we are attempting the same analysis with 
multiple time scales which can be included in the framework of RPM in the near future to 





Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
In this theoretical work, we have made an extensive use of Reductive Perturbation 
Method to analyze a few static and dynamic bifurcation problems of autonomous ODE 
systems. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction on the significance of nonlinear analysis, 
while chapter 2 gives an overview of the research in this area especially related to the 
chemically reacting systems. In chapter 3, we have applied the existing results of RPM to 
some biochemical systems to show the ability of RPM in thorough characterization of the 
bifurcation points. Also, this helped us identify some potential static and dynamic 
bifurcation problems to which RPM can be further extended. In chapter 4, we have 
extended the theoretical framework of RPM to the analysis of static bifurcation at simple 
zero Eigenvalue with fractional perturbation orders and also branching patterns at a 
double zero Eigenvalue singularity. In Chapter 5, we extend the theoretical analysis to a 
dynamic bifurcation problem. In chapter 6, we have developed an algorithm, which 
would use all the local bifurcation results of Karimi and Inamdar (2002) and Inamdar and 
Karimi (2002) to construct a global bifurcation diagram without essentially going through 
any numerical procedure. In chapter 7, we have done a preliminary analysis on the 
bifurcation of T-periodic solution.  
Application of the RPM to some biochemical systems clearly shows that RPM 
can be very effective in characterizing the basic bifurcation points due to a simple zero 
Eigenvalue without primarily resorting to extensive numerical methods. This greatly 
reduces the computational expense which is otherwise required to get all the necessary 
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information about a certain bifurcation point. This section also tells us the areas or 
problems where the RPM can be further extended. We have identified additional static as 
well as dynamic bifurcation problems for the extension of RPM here.  
The extension of RPM to the static bifurcation analysis of a simple zero 
Eigenvalue using fractional orders reveal that the integer order analysis subsumes the 
coefficient equations generated by the fraction orders. We have analyzed for couple of 
basic fractional order 1/2 and 1/3 and also looked at the equations of their higher 
multiples to arrive at this conclusion. The extension of RPM to the double zero 
Eigenvalue analysis gives exciting new theoretical results. However, the limited 
numerical efforts to only three dimensional biochemical systems have shown that 
invariably double zero produces a turning point in smaller dimensional systems. We 
believe that suitable higher dimensional systems should illustrate the necessary new 
results predicted by the theory.  
Analysis of Hopf point using various perturbation orders for ODE system helped 
us not only to thoroughly characterize the existing dynamic bifurcation points in the 
biochemical systems considered, but also note the difference brought forth due to the 
different perturbation orders. The lowest even perturbation order i.e. k=2 is the most 
accurate in predicting the full qualitative information about the primary dynamic 
bifurcation point namely Hopf point while the other perturbation orders will try to predict 
the same qualitative information, however with an increasing inaccuracy as the order 
increases.  
Karimi and Inamdar (2002) derived explicit analytical results at a local 
bifurcation point using RPM. Though, the global bifurcation analysis using a single 
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methodology still eludes the researchers, we have developed an optimization algorithm 
which would combine these local results under the principles of optimization and the 
bifurcation theory to construct global bifurcation diagram for any given system. The 
algorithm has been tested with reasonably complex bifurcation diagrams. The algorithm 
should precede any thorough quantitative numerical analysis. Though, the algorithm has 
been tested with reasonably complex systems, it needs further fathoming in terms of its 
application to much more complex bifurcation diagrams. This will not only increase the 
claim that the algorithm is simple and effective, but also make the basis of our objective 
function of maximizing the number of connections much stronger. This forms scope for a 
good deal of future work.  
In the analysis of bifurcation of T-periodic solutions to period doubling, a good 
analytical approximation to the periodic solution is always a challenge. We have 
developed a Mathematica routine based on the principles of harmonic balance method 
which can give an approximation for the periodic solution. The routine also finds the 
floquet multipliers. Though the routine gives a very good approximation to the periodic 
solution, it still has problems predicting the floquet multipliers correctly. We found many 
new bifurcations in the example system considered. Since this is a preliminary analysis, 
we are not yet fully thorough in our analysis. This forms a scope for future work where 
the analysis using multiple time scales can be applied and analytical conditions using 
RPM may be derived.  
Many process control and optimization problems result in Differential Algebraic 
Equations. These equations are a challenge as both the first derivatives and the state 
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variables are going to be coupled which would result in complicated coefficient 
equations. The RPM framework can be extended to such systems.  
With an increasing number of attempts to analyzing nonlinear systems using 
stochastic approach, the attention from the deterministic approach is fast shifting towards 
stochastic approach. Though there will be difficulty in deriving the master equations, 
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Appendix A 
Tables reproduced from Karimi and Inamdar (2002) for quick 
reference 
 
Table A.1: Expressions for jrh  used in the definition of kih  
0 1 0j j =h  = h      
2 1.
2h B xj j =  
3
3 1 1 2h C x B x xj j j. .+=  
4 2 2
4 1 1 2 2 1 3h D x C x x +B (x +x x )j j j j. . .+=     
5 3 2 2
5 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3h E x D x x C (x x +x x )+B (x x +x x )j j j j j. . . .+ +=  
6 4 3 2 2 3 2 2
6 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 3 2 4 1 5h G x E x x D (x x +x x )+C (x +x x +x x x )+B (x +x x +x x )j j j j j j. . . . .+ +=  
 
Table A.2: Simplified notation for kronecker products  
⊗ ⊗uv = vu = u v + v u  
⊗ ⊗ ⊗uvw = uwv = vuw = vwu = wuv = wvu = u vw + v wu + w uv  
2 3 4
= ⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗u u u, u u u u, u u u u u, etc.  
2 2 2 2
= ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗u v vu  = u v+ u v u + v u  
3 3 3 2 2 3
= ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗u v vu  = u v+ u v u +u v u v u  
4 4 4 3 2 2 3 4
= ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ + ⊗u v vu  = u v+ u v u + u v u  +u v u v u  
 
Table A.3: Right hand sides kih of perturbation equations 
11 1h  f =   ,  
2
12 2 1 1 0 1⋅ ⋅h f +  A x B x = +  
3 2
13 0 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3. . . .+h C x B .x x A x  ( B x A x f ) = + + + +  
2
14 4 1 3 2 2 3 1 0 2 1 3 1 1 2
2 2 3 4
2 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1
. . . . .
. . .+ + +
h f +  A x + A x +  A x +B ( x  + x x )+  B x x
B x C x x  C x +D .x
 =
 
21 0h  =     
2
22 1 0 1.h  f B x =   +  
3
23 1 1 0 1 2 0 1. . .+h  A x B x x C x = +  
2 2 2 4
24 2 1 2 0 2 1 3 1 1 0 1 2 0 1. . . . .+ +h f  A x B ( x  + x x )+   B x C x x D x = + +  
31 0h  =  
2
32 0 1.h B x =  
3
33 1 0 1 2 0 1. .+h  f B x x C x =   +  
2 2 4
34 1 1 0 2 1 3 0 1 2 0 1. . . +h  A x B ( x  + x x )+C x x D .x = +  




Program for generating the Perturbation equations for 
various orders  
 
"Program for generating the Perturbation equations












Modi,2 i k Ai;BB 
i0
s




Modi,2 i kCi;DD 
i0
s

















FF ff AAXX BBXX2 CCXX3  DDXX4  EEXX5 GGXX6  HHXX7;
Cleari,j, k;
wwi_,j_, k_ : Modulett, p i;q j;
Printk," : ",CollectCoefficientExpandFF, , k, 
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Perturbation Equations for      12
 
 
 : f1A0 x1
 
 
 : f2 A1 x1 B0 x12A0x2
 
 
32 : A2 x1C0 x132B0x1 x2f3B1 x12A1 x2A0x3
 
 
2 : f4 B2x12 D0x14A2 x23C0x12 x2
B0x2
2 2B0x1 x3A3x1 C1x132B1 x1x2 A1x3A0 x4
 
 
52 : A4 x1C2 x130x15 2B2x1x2 4D0x13 x2
3C0x1 x22A2 x33C0x12 x32B0x2 x32B0 x1x4




f6B4 x12D2 x14G0x16 A4x23C2 x12x2 50x14x2 B2x226D0 x12x22 
C0x23 2B2x1 x34D0x13 x36C0x1 x2x3 B0x32A2 x43C0x12 x4
2B0x2 x42B0 x1x5A5 x1C3x13 1x15 2B3x1x2 4D1x13x2 
3C1x1 x22A3 x33C1x12 x32B1x2 x32B1 x1x4A1 x5A0x6
 
 








Perturbation Equations for      32
 
  
32 : f1 A0x1
 
3 : f2 A1x1 B0x12A0 x2
 
92 : A2 x1C0 x132B0x1 x2f3B1 x12A1 x2A0x3
 
6 : f4 B2x12 D0x14A2 x23C0x12 x2
B0x2
2 2B0x1 x3A3x1 C1x132B1 x1x2 A1x3A0 x4
 
152 : A4 x1C2 x130x15 2B2x1x2 
4D0x13 x23C0 x1x22A2 x33C0x12 x32B0 x2x32B0 x1x4
f5B3 x12D1 x14A3x2 3C1x12x2 B1x22 2B1x1x3 A1x4A0 x5
 
 














Perturbation Equations for      13
 
 
13 : f1 A0x1
 
 
23 : f2 A1x1 B0x12A0 x2
 
 
 : A2x1 C0x13 2B0x1x2 f3B1x12 A1x2A0x3
 
 
43 : f4 B2x12 D0x14A2 x23C0x12 x2
B0x2
2 2B0x1 x3A3x1 C1x132B1 x1x2 A1x3A0 x4
 
 
53 : A4 x1C2 x130x15 2B2x1x2 4D0x13 x2
3C0x1 x22A2 x33C0x12 x32B0x2 x32B0 x1x4
f5B3 x12D1 x14A3x2 3C1x12x2 B1x22 2B1x1x3 A1x4A0 x5
 
 















23 : f1 A0x1
 
       :   0 
 















Solution forms for x5, x6 and the constants in the 
perturbation equations 
 
0 0 0 0
5 32 25iω t 5iω t 3iω t 3iω t5 3
5 + +(t)= N5 W e +N5 W e +N3 W W e +N3 W W e +x v5χ− −− −  
0 0 0
0 0
6 42 26i t 6i t 4i t 4i t6 4
6
24 4 62i t 2i t2
0 5
(t) L6 W e L6 W e L4 W W e L4 W W e
L2 W W e L2 W W e L6 W
x
vχ
ω − ω ω
+ − + −
ω − ω
+ −
= + + +




+ 0 0 + + + + + 0 0 + 0 + 0 0
0 + 0 0 0 + + + 0 + 0 + 0 + + 0 + 0 0 0
0 + 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0
N5 = [ 5  ]  [ (T3 V2 +V2 T3 +M4 U +U M4 )+ (T3 U U
          +U T3 U +U U T3 +V2 V2 U +V2 U V2 +U V2 V2 )+ (V2 U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 ) U U U U U ]
 i− −
+ + + +





0 0+ 0 0 + 0 0 + + + 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + 0
0 0 0 0 0+ 0 + 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N3 = [ 3 ]  [ (M2 U +U M2 +M4 U +U M4 )+ (V2 U V2
V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 V2 V2 V2 U
V2 U V2 U V2 V2 +T3 U U U U T3 T3 U U U T3 U U T3 U
U U T3 )+ (V2 U U U +U V2
0iω +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+
− −
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+
A  I B C
D 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0+ 0 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 0 +
0 0 0 0 00 + 0 0 0 + + 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 +
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U +U U V2 U U U U V2 V2 U U U
V2 U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2
U U V2 U U U U V2 U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 )
(U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
++ +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +




* * * *
0 0 0 0 0 0
U M4 ; U M4 ; U M2 ; U M2 ;
U M2 ; U V2 ; U V2 ; U V2
+ − +
+ −
= − = − = − = −
= − = − = − = −
+ - + -
0 + - 0
M4 M4 M2 M2






+ 0 0 + + + + + 0 0 +
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L6 = [ 6  ]  [ (T3 T3 M4 V2 +V2 M4 +N5 U +U N5 )
+ (V2 V2 V2 V2 U T3 T3 U V2 V2 T3 U T3 V2 U U V2 T3
U T3 V2 U U M4 U M4 U M4 U U + (T3 U U U +U T3 U U
+U U T3 U U U U T3 V2 U U V
0iω + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
− − +
+ + + + +





+ 0 0 + 0 0
0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U U
U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U U U V2 V2 ) (U U U U V2 U U U V2 U
U U V2 U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U ) (U U U U U U )]
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ +
+ + + + +
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-1
+ 0 0 0 + + + + + 0 0 + + 0 0 +
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 + + + + 0 0 0 + 0 + 0
+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
L4 = [A -4 iω  I]  [B (M2 V2 +V2 M2 +N3 U +U N3 +M4 V2 +V2 M4
(U V2 +V2 U +U V2 +V2 U )+N5 U +U N5 )+C (U U M2 U M2 U
M2 U U V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 U T3 T3 U V2
V2 T3 U T3 V2 U U




+ + + + + +
+ + +
+M4
0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 + + 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 + + 0 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 + + 0 + + 0 + + + 0 +
0+ 0
V2 T3 U T3 V2 V2 U T3 T3 U V2
V2 T3 U T3 V2 U U V2 T3 U T3 V2 U U M4 M4 U U
U M4 U M4 U U U U M4 U M4 U (U U U U U U
U U U )) D (U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 V2 U V2 U
V2 U U
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +
+ + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +
+
+M4
0 0 0 0+ + + 0 + + 0 + 0 + + + 0
0 0 00 + + + 0 + 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U U V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 U
U U V2 V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 U
V2 V2 U U U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U U U V2 V2 U U V2 V2
U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U
+ +
+ + + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
V2 U U V2
T3 U U U T3 U U U T3 U U U U T3 U U U T3 U U U U T3 U
U U U T3 U U T3 U U U U T3 U T3 U U U U T3 U U U U T3
E (U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U
V2 U U U U V2 U
+
+ + + + +
+ + + + + +
+
+
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + +
+ +
0+
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U V2 U U U
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +




0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U
U U U U V2 ) F (U U U U U U +U U U U U U +U U U U U U








+ 0 0 + - - + + + 0 0 0 0
0 0 + 0 0 + + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0
0 0+ + 0 0
0 0
L2 = [ 2 I]  [ (M4 V2 +V2 M4 + (T3 V2 +V2 T3 +M4 U +U M4
+U V2 +V2 U )+M2 V2 +V2 M2 +V2 M4 +M4 V2 + (U V2 +V2 U )
+N3 U +U N3 )+ (V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 U T3
T3 U V2 V2 T3 U T
i − −
+ +
− + + + − + + + − − +










0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
0
3 V2 U U V2 T3 U T3 V2 (V2 U V2
V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 V2 V2 V2 U
V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2
V2 V2 U V2 V2 U T3 U U U T3 U U U T3 ) U U M4
U
0 0
+ − − + + − −
+ − − + + − − + + −
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + + +
+
+V2 +
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M4 U M4 U U V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 U U M2
M2 U U U M2 U U U M2 U M2 U M2 U U (U U U
U U U U U U U V2 T3 T3 U V2 U T3 V2 V2 U T3
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + +
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 T3 U T3 V2 U ) M4 U U U M4 U U U M4 (V2 V2 U U
V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2
U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2
U U V2 V2 (V2 U U U U V2 U
+ + + + + − +
− + − + + − + − + −
− + − + + − + − − +
+ − − −
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +





0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
U U U V2 U U U U V2 )
U U V2 V2 V2 V2 U U U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U V2 U V2 U
V2 U U V2 V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2
V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U
V2 U U V2
− −
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+
+ +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 U V2 U V2 U U V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2
U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 V2 U
U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 U V2 U U V2 V2 U U V2 V2
(U V2 U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + ++V2 00 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
U V2 U
U U U V2 V2 U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U
U U U V2 U V2 U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U V2 U
U U U V2 U U V2 U U U U V2 V2 U U U V2 U U U
V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U V2 U U ) U
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0
T3 U U
U T3 U U U U T3 U U U U T3 U U T3 U U U U T3 T3 U U U
T3 U U U T3 U U U U U T3 U U U U T3 U T3 U U
U U V2 V2 V2 V2 U U U V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 U
U V2 V2 U ) (V2 U U U U
+
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + E 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
V2 U U U U V2 U U U U
V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U
U U U U V2 U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U
U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U U
+ +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ +
+ +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + 0 00 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 U V2 U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U U V2
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 V2 U U U U
V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V
+ +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + 00 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U V2 U U U U U V2
+ + + +
+ + + +
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0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U V2 U U U
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 (U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U ))
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + +
+V2
0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U )]
+
+ + + +
+ + + +





0 0 0 + + + + 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 + + 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
L6 = [ ]  [ (M2 V2 +V2 M2 +T3 T3 +T3 T3 +M2 V2 +V2 M2 +M4 V2
+V2 M4 (U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U )+ (T3 V2 +V2 T3 U M4
M4 U U M2 M2 U ))+ (V2 V2 V2 V2 U T3 T3 U V2 V2 T3 U
T3 V2 U U V2 T
− − − − − + + −
+ + − −
+ + + − − + + −
− + +
−
+ + + + +





0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 U T3 V2 U U M2 U M2 U M2 U U
V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2 V2
V2 V2 V2 + (V2 U V2 V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 V2
U V2 V2 V2 V2 U V2 U V2 U V2 V2 V2 U V2 V2 U V2
V
− − + − − −
− + + − − + + − − +
+ − − + + − − + + − − +
+ − + +
+ + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + +
+
0V2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
2 V2 U V2 V2 U U V2 V2 U V2 V2 T3 U U U T3 U
U U T3 ) V2 U T3 T3 U V2 V2 T3 U T3 V2 U U V2 T3
U T3 V2 U U M4 M4 U U U M4 U (U U U U U U
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The constant p that appears in the SL equation for the case of k=6 is given by, 
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V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
0
0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0
U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U
U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U
+
+ + +




+ + + +
+ + + +




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U
U V2 U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2
+ + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+
0 00 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
U U U U
U U V2 U U U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U
U U V2 U U U U U U U U
+ + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+
+ + + +
+ + + +




0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U
U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U
V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U U V2 U U U U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U
U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U
+ + +
− − − −
− − −
− −
+ + + +
+ + + +





0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0V2 U U U U U U U U V2− −+
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0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U
U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U U U U U V2
U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U V2 U U U U
V2 U U U U U V2 U U U U U V2
− − − −
− − −
− − − −
− − −
+ + + +
+ + + +




0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U U U U V2 U U U U U
V2 U U U U U ) (U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U










0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
+ + +
+ + +
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U
U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U





+ + 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U U U U U U U U U U U U





While there is no constant p in case k=5, the constants N3− , N5− , , , L2− L4− L6−  are 















Mathematica Program for Identification and 
Characterization of Static Bifurcation Points 
 




tpfz1 1.4263465707943181` ,z2  79.35229580144974` ,
z3 2113.5159713445782` ,  1.3514423394772324` ,
z1 15.360809617848872` ,z2  377.28824703542205` ,
z3 1745.9077048753334` , 1.6263333918372735` ;




; ArrayCC, 	n, n3
;
XXTablezi,i,1, n; Xj_: XXj;










z1  K2 z12
z3,






















A0 SimplifyTableDFi, Xj,i,1, n,j,1, n;
Forii1,ii n,ii,
Fori1,i n,i, Forj1,j n,j,jji1 nj;
BBii,jj  DFii, Xi, Xj;




Forj1,j n,j, Fork 1, k  n, k,jji1n2 j1n k;
CCii,jj  DFii, Xi, Xj, Xk;
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Forj1,j n,j, Fork 1, k  n, k,
Forl1,l n,l,jji1n3 j1n2 k1 nl;
DDii,jj  DFii, Xi, Xj, Xk, Xl;
 
D0 SimplifyTableDDi,j24,i,1, n,j,1, n4;
bf:; Fori 1,i 3,i,fi  SimplifyDFF,bf,i Factoriali;
Ai SimplifyDA0, bf,i Factoriali;
Bi SimplifyDB0, bf,i Factoriali;
 finding the turning point 
r0 m	 3.0, y.5, K1  10, K2 10, K3  500, Xsf  20, Xaf 80,




TableFi SimplifyFi .r0,i,1, n;
r1 TableFindRootFlattena10 0,TableFi  0, i,1, n,1,
FlattenTablezi,zi .tpfj, i,1, n,, .tpfj,1,
MaxIterations2000,j,1, Lengthtpf;
 vectors that are used to find the
coefficients 
u2u_ : FlattenOuterTimes, u, u;
u3u_ : FlattenOuterTimes, u, u, u;
u4u_ : FlattenOuterTimes, u, u, u, u;
uvu_, v_ : FlattenOuterTimes, u, v FlattenOuterTimes, v, u;
u2vu_, v_ : FlattenOuterTimes, u2u, v
FlattenOuterTimes, v, u2u FlattenOuterTimes, u, v, u;
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Fork1, k  Lengthtpf, k,
r Flattenr0,r1k; LL L.r;lft1 Arrayul,n;
rht1 Arrayur,n;lft2 lft1.LL;rht2 LL.rht1;
lft
Flattenlft11 1,SolveTablelft2i .lft11 1 0,i,2, n,
Tablelft1i,i,2, n;
rht
Flattenrht11 1,SolveTablerht2i .rht11 1 0,i,2, n,
Tablerht1i,i,2, n;
ULlft1.lft; UR rht1.rht;uu UR; us UL;a10  DetLL;




Part,2 104, Print" Positive  ";








02 f2  A1.aa01  B0.u2aa01 .r;aa02  LI.a	02;a02  us.a	02;
a
	















A2.uu A1.aa11  B0.uvuu,aa02 uvaa01,aa11 B1.uvaa01, uu
C0.u2vaa01, uu.r;aa12  LI.a	12;a12  us.a	12;
a
	






a40  us.D0.u4uu B0.u2aa20 uvuu,aa30C0.u2vuu,aa20.r;
w1





Print"the turning point,",r1k," is ",
IfAbsIm w1

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"right tp", 1; AppendTostabbr1,
Table ,r1k,1,2Ifs0, w1,w1.r,,0,.05,.002;




AppendTounstbr2,Table ,r1k,1,2Ifs0, w1, w1.r,
,0,.05,.002;," and ","w1 is ", w1;





"the turning point,"z1 1.4263465707996335` ,z2  79.3522958017165` ,
z3 2113.5159713442845` , 1.3514423394773891` " is "
"right tp", Null" and ""w1 is "4.235105552972742` 
"the turning point,"z1 15.360809617870508` ,z2  377.2882470353654` ,
z3 1745.9077048752822` , 1.6263333918371352` " is ""left tp", Null
" and ""w1 is "42.19905971451526` 
 














Print"L  ", MatrixFormLL,", LI  ", MatrixFormLI; LI.LL.LI
Print"u  ", uu,", Lu  ",ChopLL.uu;
Print"u  ", us,", uL  ",Chopus.LL;
Print"a10  ",a10 .r,", a01  ",a01 .r;
Print"a20  ",a20 .r,", a02  ",a02,", a11  ",a11;
 
Print"a30  ",a30,", a03  ",a03,", a21  ",a21;
Print"a40  ",a40,", a12  ",a12,", uu  ", us.uu;
Print"uu  ", us.uu,", aa01  ",aa01,", aa20  ",aa20;
 
Print"aa11  ",aa11,", aa12  ",aa12,", aa02  ",aa02;
Print"w1  ", w1,", s1  ",s1;
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Mathematica Program for Identification and 




ArrayCC,n, n2; ArrayDD,n, n2; ArrayEE,n, n2;
ArrayFF, n, n3; ArrayGG,n, n3; ArrayHH,n, n3;
ArrayPP, n, n3;









z1  K2 z12
z3,






















A0 SimplifyTableDZi, Xj,i,1, n,j,1, n;
B0 SimplifyTableDZi, Yj,i,1, n,j,1, n;
Forii1,ii	 n,ii,
Fori1,i	 n,i, Forj1,j	 n,j,jji1 nj;
CCii,jj  DZii, Xi, Xj;
C0 SimplifyTableCCi,j2,i,1, n,j,1, n2;
Forii1,ii	 n,ii,
Fori1,i	 n,i, Forj1,j	 n,j,jji1 nj;
DDii,jj  DZii, Yi, Xj;
D0 SimplifyTableDDi,j,i,1, n,j,1, n2;
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Forii1,ii	 n,ii,
Fori1,i	 n,i, Forj1,j	 n,j,jj i1 nj;
EEii,jj  DZii, Yi, Yj;
E0 SimplifyTableEEi,j2,i,1, n,j,1, n2;
Forii1,ii	 n,ii,
Fori1,i	 n,i,
Forj1,j	 n,j, Fork1, k	 n, k,jji1
n2 j1
n k;
FFii,jj  DZii, Xi, Xj, Xk;







Forj1,j	 n,j, Fork1, k	 n, k,jji1
n2 j1
n k;
GGii,jj  DZii, Yi, Xj, Xk;




Forj1,j	 n,j, Fork1, k	 n, k,jji1
n2 j1
n k;
HHii,jj  DZii, Yi, Yj, Xk;
H0 SimplifyTableHHi,j6,i,1, n,j,1, n3;
Forii1,ii	 n,ii,
Fori1,i	 n,i,
Forj1,j	 n,j, Fork1, k	 n, k,jji1
n2 j1
n k;
PPii,jj  DZii, Yi, Yj, Yk;







r1m  3.0, y .5, K1  10, K2  10, K3  500,
Xsf  20, Xaf  80,sf 350,  .02, W  .1
 
 
m 3.,y0.5,K1 10,K2 10,K3 500,
Xsf20,Xaf80,sf 350,0.02,W0.1
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hpfz1 105.14041519506164` ,z2  221.67489571903786` ,
z3 2002.6230283056536` , 1.5097780830584746` ,
 0.7410753910271911` ,
z1 28.466476526174894` ,z2  412.27218502464024` ,
z3 2195.3954323444855` ,




z1 105.14,z2 221.675,z3 2002.62,1.50978,0.741075,
z1 28.4665,z2 412.272,z3 2195.4,1.97969,0.553499
 
 







ComplexExpandImDetLL 0,TableZi 0 .r1,i,1, n,1,
Flatten, .hpfk,0,.7,
Tablezi,zi . hpfk,i,1, n,1, MaxIterations 2000;
r Flattenr1,r2;ChopDetLL.r;lft1 Arrayul,n;
rht1 Arrayur,n;lft2 lft1.LL;rht2 LL.rht1;
lft
Flattenlft11 1,SolveTablelft2i .lft11 1 0,i,2, n,
Tablelft1i,i,2, n;
rht
Flattenrht11 1,SolveTablerht2i .rht11 1 0,i,2, n,
Tablerht1i,i,2, n;











VInverse A0  zz2 B0 4D Q02 20IdentityMatrixn.




Inverse A0  zz2 B0 4D Q02 20IdentityMatrixn.
C0 zz1 D0 zz2 E0.
FlattenOuterTimes,ConjugateU0,ConjugateU0.r;
 



















F0 zzP0.FlattenOuterTimes, U0, U0,ConjugateU0
FlattenOuterTimes, U0,ConjugateU0, U0
FlattenOuterTimes,ConjugateU0, U0, U0





zz2 FlattenOuterTimes,ConjugateU0, U0, U0
C0 zzE0.FlattenOuterTimes, U0, V0 FlattenOuterTimes, V0, U0
FlattenOuterTimes,ConjugateU0, V
FlattenOuterTimes, V,ConjugateU0









C0 zzE0.FlattenOuterTimes, U0, v
FlattenOuterTimes, v, U0
D0.FlattenOuterTimes, U0, vzzFlattenOuterTimes, v, U0
A1 zzB1.U0 .r;
2 ChopI0zzU0
.B0.U0 .r;1  Re1;
Print"the hopf point at , ", hpfk, " is , ",




Clearlft1,lft2,rht1,rht2, LL,lft,rht, UL, UR, uu, us,r,;
 
 
the hopf point at ,
z1 105.14,z2 221.675,z3 2002.62,1.50978,0.741075
is , unstable and subcritical
 
 
the hopf point at ,
z1 28.4665,z2 412.272,z3 2195.4,1.97969,0.553499
is , stable and subcritical
 




GAMS program for the branching connections of 







Set JI(i,j) /i1.(j1*j4),i2.(j5*j8),i3.(j9*j10),i4.(j11*j12)/; 
Set JK(k,j) /k1.(j1*j4),k3.(j5*j8),k2.(j9*j10),k4.(j11*j12)/; 
 
set JR(j) /j3,j4,j6,j7,j8,j11,j12/ 
set JL(j) /j1,j2,j5,j9,j10/ 
 
set JUP(j) /j1,j3,j5,j7,j6,j9,j11/ 
set JLO(j) /j2,j8,j4,j10,j12/ 
 
set JPF(j) /j5*j8/ 
 
 
set JU(j) /j2,j4,j5,j6,j8,j9,j11/ 
set JS(j)/j1,j3,j7,j10,j12/ 
 












X(j,jj)  1 if the congtction exists between two branches j and jj; 
 










objfun    objectivefunction to maximise the number of connections to get one single curve 
Main(j)        Total number of connections that a branch can connect is utmost one.  
eq1(i,j,jj)      No branches from the points of same i should meet 
eq1a(k,j,jj)   No branches from the points of same k should meet 
eq2(j,jj)        No branches with the same direction  should meet (for left branches) 
eq3(j,jj)        No branches with the same direction  should meet (for right branches) 
eq4(i,ii,j,jj)   A branch left to lesser i and a branch right to the higher`per toe i and a 
branch right to the higher i will never meet. 
eq5(j,jj)        No branches with differing stabilites should meet 
eq6(j,jj)        No branches with differing stabilites should meet 
eq7(k,kk,j,jj) An upper branch of the pitchfork with higher k will never meet the lower 
branch of point of lower k 
eq7a(k,kk,j,jj) 
eq8(j,jj)        the connection between j and j’  is the same as that of j’ and j   ; 
 
objfun..obj=e=sum((j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)),X(j,jj)); 
 
Main(j)..sum(jj$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)),X(j,jj))=l=1; 
 
 
eq1(i,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JI(i,j) and JI(i,jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq1a(k,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JK(k,j) and JK(k,jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq2(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JL(j) and JL(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq3(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JR(j) and JR(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq4(i,ii,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JL(j) and JR(jj) and JI(i,j) and JI(ii,jj) and  ord(ii) gt 
ord(i))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq4a(k,kk,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JLO(j) and JUP(jj) and JK(k,j) and JK(kk,jj) and  
ord(kk) gt ord(k))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq5(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JU(j) and JS(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq6(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JS(j) and JU(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq7(k,kk,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j) and JPF(j) and JUP(j) and JK(k,j) and JK(kk,jj) and 
ord(kk) lt ord(k))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq7a(k,kk,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j) and JPF(j) and JLO(j)and JK(k,j) and JK(kk,jj) and 
ord(kk) gt ord(k))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq8(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j))..X(j,jj)=e=X(jj,j); 
 
*eq7(j,jj)$(ord(jj) gt ord(j)and JH(j) and JH(jj) and JU(j) and JU(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=1; 
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option solprint = off; 
option mip = cplex; 
option rmip = cplex; 
option limrow = 800; 
option limcol = 60; 
option optca = 0.002; 
option optcr = 0.0001; 
option reslim = 250000; 
option iterlim = 10000000; 
option decimals = 3; 
 
 









GAMS program for the branching connections of Ajbar 







Set JI(i,j) /i1.(j1*j2),i2.(j3*j4),i3.(j5*j6),i4.(j7*j8)/; 
Set JK(k,j)/k4.(j1*j2),k1.(j3*j4),k3.(j5*j6),k2.(j7*j8)/; 
 
set JR(j) /j2,j3,j4,j6/ 
set JL(j) /j1,j5,j7,j8/ 
 
set JUP(j) /j1,j2,j5,j6,j7,j3/ 
set JLO(j) /j4,j8/ 
 
set JU(j) /j2,j3,j5,j8/ 
set JS(j)/j1,j4,j6,j7/ 
 












X(j,jj)  1 if the connection exists between two branches j and jj; 
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objfun    objectivefunction to maximise the number of connections to get one single curve 
Main(j)       Total number of connections that a branch can make is utmost one.            
eq1(i,j,jj)      No branches from the points of same i should meet 
eq1a(k,j,jj)   No branches from the points of same k should meet 
eq2(j,jj)        No branches with the same direction  should meet (for left branches) 
eq3(j,jj)        No branches with the same direction  should meet (for right branches) 
eq4(i,ii,j,jj)   A branch left to lesser i and a branch right to the higher`per toe i and a 
branch right to the higher i will never meet. 
eq4a(k,kk,j,jj) An upper branch of the branch point of higher k will never meet the lower 
branch of the branch point of lower k 
eq5(j,jj)        No branches with differing stabilites should meet 
eq6(j,jj)        No branches with differing stabilites should meet 
eq7(k,kk,j,jj)  An unstable branch from the hopf branch point will connect with another 
unstable branch from the hopf branch point 
eq8(j,jj)        the connection between j and j’  is the same as that of j’ and j   ; 
 
 
objfun..obj=l=sum((j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)),X(j,jj)); 
 
Main(j)..sum(jj$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)),X(j,jj))=l=1; 
*Main1(jj)..sum(j$(ord(jj) gt ord(j)),X(j,jj))=l=1; 
 
eq1(i,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JI(i,j) and JI(i,jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq1a(k,j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JK(k,j) and JK(k,jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq2(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JL(j) and JL(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq3(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JR(j) and JR(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq4(i,ii,j,jj)$(ord(j) ne ord(jj)and JL(j) and JR(jj) and JI(i,j) and JI(ii,jj) and  ord(ii) gt 
ord(i))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq4a(k,kk,j,jj)$(ord(j) ne ord(jj)and JUP(j) and JLO(jj) and JK(k,j) and JK(kk,jj) and  
ord(k) gt ord(kk))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq5(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JU(j) and JS(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
eq6(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JS(j) and JU(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=0; 
 
eq7(j,jj)$(ord(jj) ne ord(j)and JH(j) and JH(jj) and JU(j) and JU(jj))..X(j,jj)=e=1; 
 





option solprint = off; 
option mip = cplex; 
option rmip = cplex; 
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option limrow = 800; 
option limcol = 60; 
option optca = 0.002; 
option optcr = 0.0001; 
option reslim = 250000; 
option iterlim = 10000000; 
option decimals = 3; 
 
 









Mathematica Program for approximate analytical 
periodic solution and Floquet multipliers  
 
 




Forii 0,ii 3,Forjj 0,jj 3, a  Aeii,jj	;



























Clearww,da,T0,tint0,tint,tlim,tinc,ttab, hzero, X0, Y0,Z0, hh	;
wwda_,T0_,tint0_,tint_,tlim_,tinc_,ttab_, hzero_, X0_, Y0_,Z0_, hh_	 :
Modulett,Clear	; da;t2tlim;



































z3t	,z10		 X0,z20	 	 Y0,z30	 	Z0,
z1,z2,z3,t,T0,t2, MaxSteps2000000;
solutionsol2.z1 abb1	,z2  abb2	,z3 abb3	;
m2 Evaluateabb1	tint	 .PartFlattensolution	,1		;
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txInterpolationdat1	;
tbegintint; tend tlim; h0 hzero; h h0; tqtbegin; TOL 11010;
i0;i2 0;Whiletqtend,i;Iftq tend, Break	;	;
aatxtq	; tq tq h;Iftq h tend, Break	;	; bb txtq	;
Ifaabb0,tqtq h; h h2.;Continue		;
If Absaa	 TOL  Absbb	 TOL,i2i21;sli2	 tq;h h0; tq tq h;		;
Print"Time  ",tq," h0 ", h0," i2 ",i2	;
j0;T sli2	sli22	;
Xtzi1,10,2	;
h hh; Xf TrigFitXt, h,t,T	;
Ytzi2,10,2	;
h hh; Yf TrigFitYt, h,t,T	;
Ztzi3,10,2	;
h hh;Zf TrigFitZt, h,t,T	;
FME
T
 
